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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-85-077

t1r. John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V

1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Responses to Allegations

Dear Mr. Martin:

An NRC Region V letter dated January 17, 1985, forwarded a set of allegations
for PGandE's evaluation, investigation, and response. Enclosed are PGandE's
responses to the allegations identified in that letter. PGandE believes that
the evaluations and investigations conducted resolve these allegations for
both Units 1 and 2.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

cc: R. T. Dodds
G. H. Knighton
H. E. Schierling
Service List
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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-85-077

i

ENCLOSURE

PGandE responses to the allegations listed below are enclosed:

0951

1119

1313

1329

1330/1331

1336

1480/1502/1503/1504

1481/1527

1482/1519

1483/1521/1560

1484/1522/1558

1487/1528

1492

1494

1501

1507

1508/1557

1509/1510

1511

1512

1520

1525

1530

1531

1532

1533

1534

1541

1542

1544
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NRC Allegation 80951

Allegation Description:

Some "rat hole" welds were not inspected with NDE because a

supervisor said that they were inaccessable [sicj. A gA
inspector says that they could have been inspected.

Issues relating to "rat holes" or "clipped corners" were previously addressed

in PGandE's responses to NRC Allegations 80949 and 0950, which were submitted

in PGandE letter DCL-84-343 dated October 30, 1984. The previous, allegations

and responses are attached hereto.

As pointed out in the responses to Allegations 80949 and 0950, the design of

the specific corrections made the termination of welds at the "clipped corner"

or "rat hole" inaccessible for MT examination, and the MT procedures (PGandE

Procedures 3212 and 3205) recognized that certain areas could be inaccessible

for h1T examination. They were accessible for visual examination as the

discovery of slag in the "clipped corner" area indicates. The deposit of weld

metal beyond the end of the groove penetration in the area of the "clipped

corner" need not receive MT examination because that portion of the weld is

not given any credit in design calculations.
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NRC Allegation g095I
Attachment A

lof6
NRC Allegations f094& and 0950

Allegation 10949 Description:

A gC inspector overlooked slag deposits on 3 of 12 welds.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Regarding the preparation for NDE, slag deposits were
overlooked. Besides being visually unacceptable, it could
mask possible defects underneath the slag deposit. Also,
paint was not properly removed.

Allegation gb9bu Description:

Rupture restraints outside the containment vessel Unit 2

location 24-4o-10 over ll-RT near bent 1. Had inadequate
NDE preparation and were inspected.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

This is one specific, however, inspector had problems with
paint removal everyday.

~

~

~

Mith respect to the "3 of 12 welds," the allegation is correct that some slag

was identified but the condition was not overlooked. This slag was discovered

by MT technician, Jim McDermott, during his preparation and/or examination for

MT on the following welds located on the pipe rack of Unit 2 at Bent 1B, FWs

217 A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K, L, and T. The welds have been identified by

reference to pages 9 and 10 of Mr. McDermott's anonymous affidavit submitted

as Attachment 2 to GAP Petition II dated March 2, 1984.

.

The welds in question are on stiffener plates being welded to an existing wide

flange. Each stiffener plate used 3 field welds for installation. The welds

are 1-inch partial penetration to the flanges and 1/2-inch partial penetration

to the web on a 2-inch thick stiffener plate. The design of the stiffener

0119s/0022M 57-
PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343

October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegation 5'0951
Attachment A
2of6

plates was to have a "clipped corner" in two places, 1-inch at 45 (no

radius). The "clipped corner" was needed so that the stiffener plates would

fit over the area where the web and flange of the beam merge. The design of

this configuration, by its very nature, makes the terminations of the partial

penetration welds partially, if not completely, inaccessible without

subsequent work.

Some, if not all, of Nr. HcDermott's concerns were with weld metal which was

deposited beyond the end of the groove preparation. This type of deposit is

necessary to complete the particular weld configuration being made.
1

Hr. HcDermott insisted that the deposits be cleared prior to NT examination.

Graft personnel were requested to do additional cleaning/preparation in these

areas. However, the only way to perform this task with the tools and

equipment available was to enlarge the clipped corner area by grinding.

After several days of craft personnel trying to prepare this area, the

situation was brought to the attention of Nr. Karner, gA/gC Manager, as well

as PGandE's Bob Torstrom. After review, it was explained to Nr. McDermott

that the design of the connection made the termination of the welds at the

"clipped corner" inaccessible for HT examination and that the MT procedures in

use, Pt andE 3212 and Pl andE 3205, recognized that certain areas may be

inaccessible for examination. These areas merely needed to be identified on

the MT examination report.

0119s/0022M 58-
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NRC Allegation b'0951
Attachment A
3 of 6

Hr. HcUermott did not agree with the gA/gC Manager's and PGandE's

interpretation and insisted that the area either had to be cleaned or further

prepared. After further discussion, Mr. McDermott was instructed by the gA/gC

Manager to document his examinations on the MT examination reports and include

all areas for which he haa a concern as permitted by procedure. This is

contrary to his statement that he only did this due to his frustration.

The welds, their conditions, and the MT examination reports of Mr. McDermott

were identified to PGandE in a memo dated January 29, 1982. The welds in

question were accepted as-is by PGandE.

Since the condition was determined to be acceptable, the writing of a DR or

DUN was not required.

To say that the gA/4(. Manager did nothing about the condition is totally

untrue. As stated previously, the conditions were documented on the

appropriate MT examination reports, identified to PGandE, and filed in the

document package.

Finally, it should be noted that the "clipped corner" configuration was only

used on four of the eight stiffener plates which had been installed and all of

the corners had been enlarged to resolve Mr. McDermott's concerns. The four

remaining stiffener plates were changed to have a 1-1/2-inch radius at the

corners to provide better accessibility for cleaning and examination and were

installed using 1/2-inch fillet welds to eliminate the concerns af

Mr. McDermott.~~ ~

011&s/0022M 59-
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NRC Allegation 0'0951
Attachment A
4 of 6

The subject of paint removal was previously addressed in response to GAP tlb8
~ ~ ~

~

submitted in PGandE letter DCL-84-166 dated April 30, 1984. The previous

allegation and response are attached hereto.

gC inspectors are responsible for performing the final visual inspections of

welds, including preparation for NDE. These inspections are performed in

accordance with the visual inspection acceptance criteria. Since many gC

inspectors are not certified to perform NDE inspections, they may

inadvertently accept prepared weld surfaces which are suitable on visual

examination but which a qualified NDE inspector would not accept for the

subsequent NDE examination.

Because of this, NbE inspectors are required to perform a second visual

inspection, immediately prior to performing the required NDE, to assure that

the wela surface is adequately prepared for proper evaluation by NDk. In the

event that additional weld surface preparation is necessary to perform NDE, or

if there is a need to remove paint or slag, the NDE inspector has the

authority, and is required by procedure, to request assistance from craft

personnel to properly recondition the surface in order to prevent the

possibility of indications being masked.

01 1 9s/0022l l 60-
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NRC Allegation b'0951
Attachment A5of6 Attachment to

NRC Allegations 0949 and 0950
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 1 of 2

GAP tl88, Petition at 9.

It is alleged that:

In 1982 t$r. Karner fired an inspector (citin 2/25/84 Anon.
Aff. at 5.) who had protested that certa n we ds were not
adequately prepared for magnetic particle testing. To
illustrate the problen, despite clains on the paperwork,
paint covering the voids ues not fully renoved. (~citin
2/25/84 Anon. Aff. at 13-14, and related Exhibits
would hinder his ability to inspect properly he was
confronted by his own leadman, the other

inspectors'eadman,

a t)C supervisor, and Karner hinself. Within &o
nests Hr. Kerner fgred the inspector (~c1tfn 2/25/84 Anon.
Aff. at 14. )

l8. Contrary to the allegation, no inspector has ever been fired for

protesting that welds were inadequately prepared for HT testing.

49. The specific welds in question cannot be positively identified due to

the lack of infornation provided. Any inspector, upon finding welds and

adjacent base naterial inadequately cleaned or prepared for examinations

sinply needs to identify the condition to the craft personnel to get the

problen resolved.

50. PGandE is aware of one incident which required Hr. Karner's involvenent

and which nay have been the one referred to in the allegation. The

incident in question did not involve paint on the welds thenselves,„but

did involve paint on the base octal adjacent to the welds. The incident

was resolved by instructing the inspector to identify the condition,

together with the requirenents of the procedure, to all parties,





NRC Allegation 80951
Attachment A
6of6

Attachment to
NRC Allegations 0949 and p95p
Reference: DCL-84-166
Dated: April 30, 1984
Page 2 of 2

)ncluding craft personnel and visual inspectors. The areas in question

vere then to be cleaned, if necessary, so inspections could be

conducted. This ~as acconpl)shed and all inspections vere

satisfactorily completed.

51. The inspector in question, Nr. 0. L. IkDerrott, was indeed tem<nated on

August 26, 1982, not for any quality problens he nay have identified,
but for habitual erratic gob attendance and tardiness, as is docunented

kn his personnel file.
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NPC Allegation kl1 19

Allegation Pe seri ption:

Hanger 58N-4R has tube steel welded together with
quarter inch fillet caps on both sides.

The subject of the welding of fillet cap welds on Hanger 58N-4R was previously

addressed by PGandE in Pesponse No. III-33E, which was submitted in PGandE

letter DCL-84-F43 dated June 29, 1984. A copy of the previous allegation and

response is attached hereto. Contrary to the allegation, there are no

tube-steel-to-tube-steel connections at Support 58N-4R.
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NRC Allegation 81119
Attachment Alof2

III-33E

It is alleged that:

Significant problems result when weld symbols are not
uniformly interpreted at the plant. See Attachment 3
Item 1 Hanger 58H-4R. The symbol indicates a full
penetration flare bevel weld with a 1/4" fillet cap. Mhen
welded, the AMS standards allow you to take credit for 5/16
times radius of bend (R) "effective throat" partial
penetration weld even though shown as a full penetration
weld.

The addition of a fillet weld does not increase the
structural strength of all )oints when used unless the
fillet size is increased in relation to size of tube steel
welded. It does create a false impression of "additional"
structural strength when in reality the strength only
increases minimally or not at all. (Undated Anon. Aff.,
Attachment 5, at 5.)

The example shown in affiant's Attachment 3, Item 1, Hanger 58N-4R,

is a 1/4-inch fillet reinforcing a flare-bevel weld. This weld

connects a length of 4 X 4 X 1/2-inch tube steel member to a 5 X

5-inch plate. The designer used an effective throat of 5/16-inch

(0.31 in.) for the flare-bevel weld. The throat would increase to

approximately 0.39-inch with the 1/4-inch fillet addition. This is

well known by the designers. This, issue is really moot since the

designer only requires 35% of the flare bevel weld without

reinforcement to qualify the support.

The flare-bevel weld with a fillet cap was simply an as-built

reflection of the installed support; it was not designed to have the

fillet reinforcement. This fact is clearly stamped on the affiant's

1511d





NRC AIIegation 81119
Attachment A
2of2 II

exhibit. It is improper for the alleger to state this filletweld

gives a false impression; it does not.

1511d 2





NRC Allegation 81313

Allegation Description:

The 1/24/84 and 2/15/84 policy was used to block hardware
problems from being redlined onto the as-built drawings.

This allegation was previously answered on page 142 of PGandE letter

DCL-84-343, which was submitted October 30, 1984. A copy of the previous

response is attached.
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NRC Allegation 81313
Attachment A
I of I

NRC Allegation 81313

Allegation Description:

The 1/24/64 and 2/lb/b4 policy was used to block hardware
problems from being redlined onto the as-built drawings.

The interim revi sions emanating from the February 15, 1984 memorandum did not

block hardware problems from being redlined. Any hardware problems that were

initially identifiea at the time of reinspection of existing work received
tI

engineering evaluation for acceptability for safety and design purpose. If
acceptable, the item was included on the redline. If not, rework was required.

Mhile the scope of reinspection was modified by the revisions, as discussed in

the response to NRC Allegations.Nos. 1300 and 1309, the modification was based

upon PGandE Engineering review and analysis.~ ~ ~

0119s/0022M - 142-
PGandE Letter No: DCL-84-343

October 30, 1984





NRC Allegation 81329
N

Al 1 ega tion Des cri ption:

Procedures are deficient for fishplates. There are no
checks on hole size by QC.

Pullman Power Product's discrepancy report, DR 2435, dated May 20, 1974,

identified oversized, extra, or elongated holes in baseplates. The procedure

for installation and inspection of pipe supports, ESD 223, was revised on June

20, 1974 to incorporate the fish plate criteria per the approved disposition

of DR 2435. The procedure specified that the holes in the baseplates were to

be in accordance with the drawing. If the holes exceeded this criteria, fish

plates were to be installed. Therefore, the hole in the fish plate was also

required to be in accordance with the drawing.

Criteria for the use of fish plates to correct oversized holes in baseplates,

though revised, have remained in ESD 223 to the present time. All personnel

worked to the criteria specified in ESD 223, including craft, engineering, and
E

QC personnel. Pursuant to ESD 223, QC inspectors during and after

construction checked the hanger installations for'ompliance with ESD 223,

including assuring that the holes in the baseplates, as well as in the fish

plates, were in accordance with the drawings and/or ESD 223.
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NPG Allegations 81330 and 1331

Allegation 81330 Description:

0n 12/28/83 ESD changed the requirements saying washers are
to be used on safety-related Hilti bolts. However, this
was not retroactive so all Unit 1 and most of Unit 2 Hilti
bolts have no washers.

Allegation f1331 Description:

Until 12/83 Hilti bolts were installed without washers in
Unit 2. I believe the same thing occurred in Unit 1.

It is correct that ESD 223 was revised by Pullman on December 28, 1983 to

require prospectively that washers be used on safety-related Hilti bolts when

used in conjunction with pipe support installations (Attachment A).
I

The chanqe in procedure was made at the direction of the Project to provide

additional conservatism at Diablo Canyon and not as a safety requirement. At

~

~ ~ ~ ~

~Diablo Canyon, contrary to common industry practice, "burned holes" or

oversized holes are not allowed for hanqer baseplates concrete expansion

anchors. ESD 223 restricts the hole size in the pipe support baseplate to no

greater that 1/8-inch more than the diameter of the Hilti holt. With control

of the baseplate hole size, washers are not necessary to ensure adequate

surface for necessary torquing.
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NRC Allegations ¹1330 and
Attachment Alof1 Dole
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h!RC Allegation f1336

Allegation Description:

Torquing Hilti anchor bolts that connect safety-related
pipe support base plates to concrete is not adequately
controlled. Shims were used but there was no procedure
dictating their use.

This issue was previously addressed in PGandE's response to Joint
Intervenors'otion

dated March 18, 1984, JI F110 and ill, Motion at 3?.

This subject is also discussed in response to Allegation 1396.
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NRC Allegation f1336
Attachment A
lof5

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COf1t1ISS ION

BEFORE THE ATONIC SAFETY AtlD LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the t!atter of

PACIF';C GAS AND ~: ECTRIC
COt1P AtfY

(Diablo Canyon ttuclear Power
Plant, Uni:s 1 arxi 2)

Doc'<et Nos. 50-275
50-323

(Construction equal i ty Assurance)

AFr IDAVIT OF M. R. TRESLER, L. R. WILSON, H.'A. KARNER, AND J. K. McCALL

STATE OF 'CALI~ORttIA

COUNTY OF

SAN LUIS OBISPO

Ss.

The above, being duly sworn, depose and say:

I,.'H.R. Tr esler, am Assistant to the Unit 1 Project Er.-'" "r on the

Diablo Canyon Project. I am an employee of Pacific Gas ana c.electric

Company.

I, L.R. Wilson, am equality Assurance Director for the H.P. Foley

Company on the Diablo Canyon Project.

H.M. Karner, am equality

Assurance/equality

Control t1anager for

Pullman Po~er Prod ts at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant.

Bechte l

J.K. McCall, am Group Supervisor, Civil Engineering, for the

Power Corporat on on ihe Diablo Canyon Project.
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NRC Allegation 81336
Attachment A
2of5

. -",110 and 111, /lotion at 32.

It is alleged that:

According to a current gC inspecto~, there "hre no
procedures detailing the proper size, shape or pIacement."
of shims that insure pipe support basepI<tes are level.
These basepl ates are ins al I ed throughout the pl ant.
(~citin 1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at 8-9.)

The uncontrolled installation of shims compromises the
plant's safety by raising "serious questions about the
reliability af some of the seismic calculation" according
to the same inspector. Seismic calculations should be
based on distances from the load bear ing surface, and as
instaIled the shims bear the weight of the pipe support.
Although ther e aIso is grout under the baseplates, the
shims should be classified as the load bearing surface
because thev are torqued to the plate and the groutisn'. Grouting is required for seismic installation.
To i'ustrate the si gnificance, shims installed in this
manner at other plants have had to be entirely redone.
(~citin 1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at 9.)

The allegation that there are "no procedures detailing the proper size,

shape or placement" of shims is correct; however, it has no significance

since the remainder of the allegation is incorrect.

2. Pipe supports which attach to floors ar e designed to provide

approximately one inch of grout between the floor and the support base

plate. This design assists in precluding corrosion of the base plate in

areas subjected to standing water.

3. The base plate installation process begins with anchor bolt installation

followed by roughing the conc te surface and p' e(ent of the

baseplate. The baseplate is placed over the anchor bolts and shimmed to

level the plate and provide grouting space. The nuts are then torqued

to he value specified by ins.alla.ion procedures.

-2-
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NRC Allegation ¹1336
Attachment A
3of 5

The size, shape and location of the shims is not critical. he shims~

~

must be capable only of taking the load from the torquing of the bolts

and create no unnecessary stresses in the baseplate. It is obvious that

any size shim will be capable of taking the compressive load from bol-

torquing and the practice of shim placement adjacent to the bolt, as

described by the affiant, prevents unnecessary base plate stresses

during torquing.

5. Following construction of the suppor t, it is released for grouting. A11

supports are grouted by a controlled process under the gC program

Honshrink grouts are the only grouts used for support base plates.
I

These grouts have the characteristics of either expanding slightly

during the curing process or not shrinking at all.

6. Therefore, the plate is in complete contact with the shins and the

grout. The grout provides the majority of the bearing area. For this

reason, the pipe support calculations are based on the grout/base plan
interface being the bearing surface.

7. The anonymous affiant's concern may stem from experience with

conventional grouts or concrete which shrink during the curing process.

If plants had used conventional grouts for base plates, then shim size,
I

shape and location woul~ require additional control.

-3-
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OATc.D:,'larch 18, 1984

NRC Allegation b'1336
Attachment 5
4of5

resIer

1 son

amer

S ubscribed and sworn to
before me this 18th day
of March, 1984

en y prou
Notary Public in and for the
County of San Luis Obispo,
State of California.
My commission expires
June 30,

1986'FFK'JAL ~
WENDY SPROUL

NOTAPI'UBLIC CALIFORNIA

SAN LUIS OBISPO CQUNIY

My camtlL cxPires JUN 20, 1986 .
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NRC Allegation inl1336

Attachment A

5of5

OATc,O Harch 19, 1984

. He>a

Subscribed and sworn to
before me this 19th day
of March, 1984

S+g
ncy . emaste

Notary Public in and for the
City and County of San Francisco
State of California.
sty commission expires
April 14, 1986

'~OC~M~~ CCC CCCCCXYM

i:s'Y V J. LEMASTKR X

~>~ SAN FRANClSCO

Vy Camraission Excires Agni 14. 1986
"'QC~CCCCCC~ CCCXXXXXX:CCCXR
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NRC Allegations ¹1480, 1502, 1503, and 1504

Allegation ¹1480 Description:

Fishplates on steam generators don't seem to be adequate.

Allegation ¹1502 Description:

Fishplates were grossly too thin due to underlength studs
protruding from the concrete.

Allegation ¹1503 Description:

Defective fishplates identified in all four steam
generators in Unit 2 are also defective in Unit l.
Allegation ¹1504 Description:

Everyone agreed that the fishplates looked wrong, but no
one did anything about it.
quote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraphs 14, 15, and 16:

While checking the Paramount stanchions, I confirmed
another Unit 1 problem that I had previously seen in Unit 2
-- fishplates that were grossly too thin due to underlength
studs protruding from the concrete. The fishplates are on
top of the column baseplates that support the steam
generators, and keep the baseplate from moving by
compensating for inherent construction inaccuracies. The
fishplates should have been several inches thick, the same
as the baseplates. Instead they were as thin as shims, or
about the thickness of one or two threads on a bolt.
Further, some fishplates were too small in size and failed
to completely cover the holes in the baseplate. This
deficiency violated the requirements of ESD 223 for new
construction.

I checked all four steam generators in Unit 1. The
fishplates were defective in all four. The same situation
had existed in Unit 2.

I told everyone I saw about the fishplates. I discussed it
with Chuck Dougherty, Paul Wertz, and George King of the
Civil Branch, among others. Everyone agreed that the
fishplates looked wrong. But to my knowledge no one did
anything. Similarly, there had been no response to an
earlier initiative that I took in Unit 2 Containment. Ny
April 12, 1983 memorandum to Pullman's Production
Superintendent is enclosed as Exhibit 8.
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These allegations involve alleged inadequacies in the purported use of fish

plates on Unit 1 and 2 steam generators. In order to understand these related

allegations, it is necessary to define a fish plate. A fish plate is a metal

plate which is welded to a hanger (pipe support) baseplate to correct an

oversize hole in the baseplate. The thickness of the fish plate varies with,

and is normally equal to, the thickness of the baseplate. As the fish plate

is welded to the baseplate it actually becomes an integral part of the

baseplate. This procedure is detailed in Engineering Specifications Diablo

223 (ESD 223) which was written for the installation of pipe hangers.

In the Thompson Affidavit at paragraphs 14, 15, and 16, he describes a fish

plate problem discovered while he was checking Paramount stanchions near the

steam generators. In PGandE's review of the steam generator support

~

~

~

baseplates, no instances of the use of fish plates were identified. 'ather,

as discussed below, instances were identified where flat washers were used on

anchor bolts for the steam generator supports and the reactor coolant
r

cross-over restraints. The primary purpose of a flat washer is to provide a

bearing surface for the nut during rotation and to bear against the fixture

being fastened to concrete. The flexibilityof the washer tends to compensate

for surFace irregularities.

The washers that are installed on the steam generator supports are machined

washers supplied by the manufacturer and installed by design. There are no

instances where these washers failed to completely cover the holes in the

baseplates.
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The second instance where washers were used involved the anchor bolts for the

Unit 1/Unit 2 reactor coolant cross-over restraints which are 3 inches in

diameter and 3 feet long. These cross-over restraints do not perform a

weight-bearing function; rather, they perform the function of a pipe

restraint. The anchor bolts are embedded solidly in the concrete per the

Civil drawings and, without the use of sleeves, leave no leeway for

misalignment or axial movement of the cross-over restraints during

installation. Because proper installation and alignment was required, the

anchor bolt holes had to be elongated to assure the placing of the cross-over

restraints in the exact location. Prior to affixing the nuts, 6-inch diameter

round or 6-inch square washers (not fish plates) were fabricated from 1/4-inch

plate and placed over the elongated bolt holes. In Unit 1, there are three

instances where the washer does not completely cover the elongated holes by

~

~

~

~

~

~

approximately 1/8 inch. In Unit 2 there is only one case and it'is 1/16

inch. This work was approved by Engineering and accomplished through the

Mechanical Spec. 8752 and not pursuant to ESD 223.

Mr. Thompson, a Pullman field engineer assigned to hanger installation, has

mistakenly identified these washers as fish plates. The installation of these

washers is not a violation of ESD 223 since ESD 223 is not applicable to

Spec. 8752. Mr. Thompson's Exhibit 8 does not deal specifically with this

si tuation. Rather, it appears to be Mr. Thompson's suggestion for eliminating

the need for installing fish plates on hanger baseplates.
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'.r~,k' NRC Allegations

PI4EP IEDE PACIFIC GAS AND ELECPRIC CDSIPANY

l5p3. 8,. I5p4'STATION CONSTRUCTION DEPARTi lENT

Attachment A Diablo Canyon Project
SAN FRANCISCO., TELEPllONE CALLS

PERSON CALLED: 1 zAP<; C-.a/n

" 41 constitutes: a
awing Change

Copy is to be returned
to Engr'g. Dept. for
Conformation

Call.renuires a
Contractor DVR

/&i

DATE CALLED:

SUBJZCI' /7

TIhE:

.~ C.id/Z/ "d" . (J</- W/P ~~i 4 .."?f'p g~/

DRAlItING NO. h-'8 7~7 l CHG: SPEC. ND.: 87",» 4R ND.:

REASON FOR CALL: ~ -. </.> / f(r.(it / .. r- r ./, f(g C «/+P
rp fg «hq cW /]7 f r,cW ~n'/~iver > / ~/?.",;~.~ .< / n c I/ o r

g.s/ r. fr Cr. -'> .f~gr grJ2) f"/I Z «/4lpi'gr J (.~r:

r

DATE OF REPLY:
4

REPLY RECEIVED:, k ..a '( D- g/ + e /,c/, /p/f
..=,/ '? 8/„/e .=. $5 < / dP . sP r.~~r-i/. / 0 4/<4 )Z 7 4'/

cc:Res.Engr.
Fld.Engr.

I >elm ~ ~ ~ I

E (I) FOLLON THRU ON EACll CALLP VENDOR PROBLEhlS i ENG INEERING Cl 1ANGES P
ETC ~ KEEP

CLOSE CllECK FOR TihlE LAPSE BETh'EEN DATE CALLED AND ANSh'ER TO CALL OR PROBLEhL

(2) IF TllIS CONVERSATIOi l CONSTITUTES h Dl's'G ClÃItGE ~ TllE RE SPECI'I VE CONTRACTOR A s I

DESIGN ENGINEER hiLL RECEIVE A COPY,

SIGNED:
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NRC Allegations 81481 and 1527

Allegation 81481 Description:

Eccentrically extruded pipe discovered by U. T. DCN-1541-001.

Allegation 81527 Description:

A paramount spool (pipe) was eccentrically extruded.

()uote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraph 47:

Another earlier allegation also involved Paramount piping
within Unit 2 Reactor Pressure Boundary. An ultrasonic
testing report indicated that for 55 inches a Paramount
spool (pipe) was eccentrically extruded. This means the
hole in the pipe wasn 't centered; its walls were not of
equal thickness. My turnover report is enclosed as
Exhibit 19. I know the problem still exists as the pipe
spool was not replaced.

During corrective work'n Line No. 2-S6-237-6 for removal of arc-strike and
I

gouges, a pipe wall, which was specified to have a minimum dimension of 0.719,

was found to have a thickness of 0.610. Because of this, a deficient

condition notice was written (Attachment A), and DR 5092 was initiated
I

(Attachment B). The proposed disposition was to remove a 5-foot section for

thickness verification. A telecon between C. Nichols and P. Dallenbach

confirmed that the acceptable design mininum for this specific line could be

as low as 0.394 (Attachment C). As a result, the disposition of DP, 5092 was

revised to require a UT exam on a minimum of 50 feet of other installations of

Paramount piping. Based on the Engineering approval, the condition that was

discovered was "accepted as-is," and the investigation of additional pi pe

revealed no additional below-minimum-specified conditions. PP. 5092 was

dispositioned on Yay 10, 1984.
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NRC Allegations 1481 8 1527
.:, —..! .,s: Attachment A

)V FLIEFIicIEHl'::C.5R KDS T ION, NDTICEl~

AREA Et ~V COL/L N DA NOT CE NO.
( ZEf"/So 3 i Ro Qo z

DEFIC.'ENT CONDITION:

Qg~inro rM'd&cw<M& W~SWC Mo+
Lcr/8$ /l A/K/iA.EzocLA rM ~ Kwwmoo Qodcixs'rmo Spwr7KQ

Mz<< HsKci>ew~ /incr re~~>~ocP ~oo cr~ ~w ~7. q/Cq
g-9-3$ i-O~ g ~r—r<~S A+O ~4C~<rrO~S O =

l
I

OR NATO '
NATURE:

HOLD TAG APPLIED: P~ TAG diZAO-oo< INITIALS~ DATE g -~
RECOMMENDED DISPOSITION:

lgSUC pgGcess sg~e75 T'~ R~pA~g
PEg ~P ZVI.PNIEFORCV PT. gLIT

. FI 'gI'
FI~ QC I~NS ECTOR

~oA ~~~ ca
CHIEF GINEER

IELD QA/ C HANA ER

/ A

FIELD QA/QC MANAGERS EVALUATION: APPROVED AS RECOMMENDED OTHER

D
~~s~Cg, 8g-y~ g

NON-CONFORNANCE-

REPAIR ORDER

REWORK/REINSPECT

INTERiVAL AUDIT

z/z v/rg
D.R.P KOV2~ Co w

~~CcnKVI7o
~gs//83

COPAENTS:
CAUS OOE

[g OTHER

CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUIRED BY:

STEPS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE:

FI fgA/OC MA A RDATE. 0 //'

NOT LATER THAN:

NOT APPLICABLE

. ~~@ m y-z~=r9

RESPONSIBLE SUPERVISOR

DEFICIE T CONDITION RED: DATE e,.t 5 SIGNATURE

DATE 'I QA/QC AN ER
(r -/I-E9 c2

*
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NRC Allegations 1481 8 1527 Attachment 8 1 of 6

I/l r 0
c 'r ~i:

i'ucj

c+@".

'h

~8aCW+ Q~ F

~UK~c~a~~~u%f V'rt)CS~~

R A R P R

O.R. No
509'so.

No. Z, 9 GG 4

Li.-.i e No.

Code No.

bio
CUSTOMER:

PROJECT:

Pacilic Gaa 8 Elcsctrlc
Diablo Canyon

SPEC. Noc

4O8 NG.:

8711

7177
GATE:

INSP ECTORI

DISCREPANT ITEM: LQ~ WAU ~Kg 1T ICO~ 'Q A~~~Q
EXPLANATIONOF OISCREPANCYC ~(Z +~)g)~ $ Iei p ~ IS ~gH~ ~~6& R7 AD&IT/~4E ~CRT7WS 4/<W A. 0 A&Ol77CI<4L-
4OW ~Au- AaeaS 8<~< Pe~VeO. O7 REPaCT- +ma U7 SWVZy WV-Wl
<44. MtbuveSse'5 Aa6 AWANG&

PG8 E .C.
QUALITY TF;OL

RECOMMENOEOOISPOSITIONI INOICATE APPROVAL BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRIATE "RECOMMENOED
OISPOS ITIONu

S. P@sE rc-i Oisnas«io< - Are sio~ city ricicsi-nosccis.
+P<kl6 U A 'IN1ERK AG oNQ hh,CQ, EAlg. +ls.l L

TgBREPeRC, D CCRC T A'5- 'l 8, AL.SO l4oVE 'RB9. < AccaeT.
AS-l 5,. 'PoR ORC,. @limb Ja4 Ci.

D -3.I'7 r
A rcrrec Ecr P.P.P. Fieid QA. Mgr. I

FINA DIMOSITIONc In cdance With A

Werii C~~Ieced Inept ares r&dl
EXP~NATION I IF NECESSARYI:

5-4L-B4

ii. MI s4- e. ~./0-
0 Other (erplanacion end epproeal required) l

W kC ii 4 i o: D ~

p.p.p. Field Qjl. Manager.

STEPS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE Nor Appiicaoi~

O ace Customer Oev

ocsTRISUTIGN: g Mescer QA. Fice X Auth. Inscs,

K Custoner 0 Rece~ny

ATTACHSKETCH IF NECESSARY

r

Fi~ id O.A. Meneoer

OC Enipneercny Geest. 0 Other
0 Fieid Inspector l

glcncnc~~, r1 Ft uoe'Pctrhity fbPg QF
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<to. wo. 2-9-2 & 0th" r"
UNIT oo.

~COOE NO.

OaTE: 9~83>O

INsPECToR: Fanl on/Ful bri ah t C 1 8

tQ t, K~FR--'

(cl org~N+~T
I C NCY REPORT~TTP r-HFn

Peciflc Gee 8 Electric 8711SPEC. NO:

JO8 NO.:

CUSTOMER:

PROJECT: Oieblo Cartycrt 7177

NRC Allegations lh'1481 & 1527
Attachment B 20f6

=p Pullman Power Products
)r Q.R NO. OVULE

;.'Page Two:

Recommended Dis osition: (cont.)

4. PG&E to disposition.

Perform UT examination of at least 50 feet of piping, in the additional locations,
to determine if wall thickness is above the low wall limit. The 50 feet to be
examined shall be randomly selected. UT shall be performed at 90'uadrants
and for a distance of at least one foot for each location selected. At least
one section of each line no. shall be included in the examination.

Results of'he examinatior. shall be subm .ted to the t4chanical Resident Engineer
as a Revision to this Discrepancy Report.
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"".Vviia Vf I '"
L Pt'LCii-'.~i ui(

2-SO-3846-2 11'l" 2640-50

2-9-3-.

2-9-3

'-9-34

2 9-34

2-9-34

2-9-35

2-9-35

2-9-35

2-9-35

2-9-35

2-9-36

-9-36

2-9-36

2-9-37

2-9-37

2-10-17

2-7-17

2-7-17

e6 3846 1

2-S6-3846-3

2-S6-3846-3

2-S6-3847-2

2-S6-3847-2

2-S6-3847-3

2-S6-3847-3

2-S6-237-1

2-S6-237-2

2-S6-237-3

2-S6-237-3

2-S6-237-4

2-S6-238-2

2-S6-238-2

2-S6-238-1

2-S6-1973-1

2-S6-1973-2

2-Sl-279-2

2-S6-729-1

2-S6-729-1

ll'0-3/4"
5'-7/8"
7 c 1 3/8<i

6c 7-3/4"

7 I 6ll

12'-1/4"

11'-l/2"
20'"

pit

5 ~ pt<

pf 61I

2-]./2"

5'1-5/8"
4-1/2"

0'-1/4"
1'1-1/4"

t 2 I I

0'-1/4"
0'-5/8"

2640-50

2640-42

2640-42

2640-50

2620-126

2640-50

2640-50

2640-42

2640-50

2640-50

2640-50

2620-126

2640-42

2640-42

2640-42

2640-18

2640-18

2620-126

2640-50

2640-50
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e ~ e
L ~~

Qm~/8
PURC1iASE ORDER d

2-7-17

2-7-17

2-7-18

2-7-18

2-7-19

2-7-19

2-7-19

2-7-20

2-7-20

2-7-20

2-7-20

2-7-20

2-S6-729-2

2-S6-729-2

?-S6-727-1

2-S6-727-1

2-S6-728-1

2-S6-728-1

2-S6-728-2

2-S6-730-1

2-S6-730-1

2-S6-730-1

2-S6-730-2

2-S6-730-2

] I 6lf

1'-3/4"
0'-1/4"
P 1 5 5/8ll

0'-5/8'I
0'-5/8"
1'-3/4"
Pt 5t]/2II

2t Ptt

0'-5/8"
4'-7/8"
1'-l/8"

2640-42

2640-42

2640-42

2640-42 .

2640-42

2640-42

2640-42

2640-50

2640-50

2640-42

2640-42

2640-50

2-7-20 2-S6-730-3 Ot 11-7/8 2640-42
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~ p aa r~ I tv v' ate'tttJ

!r Fat! f!IaarTIIF=,Oilrai IaP..rÃ@FRtS

ratC reheh a Itv v/
~ ~to t O'CC t

SPeC. NO: st oa42 Jul 20, 1983 L.L
Diablo Canyon

;2. 21

liS) c ltS 1'4OT'r

A I I At PsC>

t
CIJSTOM ERt

PAOJEC ~ .

zq/+3
Pacific Gas a Electric

JOB NO

EXPLANATIONOF DISCREPANCY:

A low "wall condition was created when grinding to repair arc strikes and gouges

per OCN 1320-002. Several U.T.'eadings were also taken adjacent to the affected
area. The results of the additional U.T. testing revealed that a large portion of
the pipe is below. minimum wall standards; area approximately 55" long x 2n-4l;n wide.
See attached U.T. Report and sketch for details.

jlh Initial investigation has identified additional pipe in Unit II that is the same

size and Heat Number. LSee attached list]. (The Unit II spool piece list is not a com-

piete one.) These are provided as a basis for further evaluat on. pogE
QUAUiY I TROt

REVlENED

LOM MALL CONDITION ON LINE 2-S6-237-6, CODE CLASS nA" REF: OCN 1320-002ANO
DISCREPANT ITEM: G 1541-001

1

DATE

RECOMMENOEDDISPCSITIONI INDICATE APPROVAL BY CIRCLING ldE APPROPRIATE "RE OMM NDED

Cut out a 5'ection of pipe which contains the low wall area. First cut toiiISPOSTTIONn

be 5'-5" south or center line hanger attachment 22-32SL. Second cut to be
5'outhof first cut. Replace cut-out pipe with new 5'ection of pipe using

F.M. numbers 220 5 221. P.T. 8 R.T. finished weld. Hydro to be performed
during Cold Hydro.

OR,

Q2) PGSG to disposition. Gee attached page fcc dispcatticn.

(gp Accept as is. san last sac.ttasv Tt-"-L<cear rvcrrvcas)gA Lac.vtmrpv»r»

h~TGQ 7'O Bate

Work Coteoleted Inept Dares

Approved By P.P.P. Fietd QA. Mgr.

FINAL DISPOSITION: Ci In ACCSSrdenCO Wltn A2tpva

Data Octa +
Q O explanation ond eppr vol required) l ' yt»g, 2+3

ger v.
Work otnpiorod inept ates

EXPLANATION(IF NECESSARY):

Revised to show additional locations where this heat of pipe was used.

P.P.P. Fieid CLA. Msnstptr

STEPS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE +Not Applicable

Date i Customer yo zr/J'~

DISTRIBUTION: '2 Master QA. File

X Custotner

ATTACHSKETCH IF NECESSARY

Field O.A. MsnsOer

X Autrt. Inap. ~ (2 Ervginearing Dept. 0 other
Cl Receiving 0 Field Inspecttsr I

' "a'tl'
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NRC Allegations 81481 & 1527
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P ULL~l PONER P RODUCTS

2 P. G. & E. to Disposition.~ ~ ~
~

Pullman Power Products to investigate reason for occur-
rence and supply review method to determine if similar
situations exists in either Units I or II. This should
be submitted to P. G. & E. by revision to this DR.

Pullman Power Corporate Office should be placed on the
distribution list of the DR and any future revisions.
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TELEPHONE
CALLS

i~c~a
C7 E'L-LEIJ

Fl

JOB N
'I5320

DATE

TIM
6
'55&i

ITEMS OF DISCUSSION ACTION REQ'D. (INCLUDE NAMES dc DATES)

RL

MA ~/W
Z&3

G1003811
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NRC Allegations 81482 and f1519

Allegation 0'1482 Descri ption:

Shear lugs not full penetration welds Unit 2 iso.
designation 2-14-82. Isic]

Allegation 81519 Description:

Full corrective action on Paramount purchases was never carried out
—some of the Paramount shear lugs are still not properly welded.

quote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraphs 35 and 36:
I

In the fall of 1983 I was transferred to Systems Turnover Engineer
for Unit 2, although I retained my Unit 1 clearance. I continued
finding problems that had been missed. In some cases the problems
were routine deficiencies that would have been caught in other
walkdowns, if conducted according to instructions. In other cases,
however, I learned of problems only by taking the initiative to go
beyond the instructions. These cases involved work supplied by
vendors. (Exhibit 6, supra). For example, a large number of
Paramount shear lugs did not have full penetration welds, as called
for by design.

The problem described above indicates that my earlier reports did not
lead to full corrective action on Paramount purchases. It also means
that some of the Paramount lugs are still not properly welded,
because of PGSE's response. On one hanger, I told the ()C inspector
to initiate a Deficient Condition Notice (DCN), but she later
admitted she hadn't done it because PGEE's PTGC informed her that it
was a "generic problem" and therefore did not need to be documented.

. I relayed this to the PPP Field Engineer DR specialist, who
researched it and was told the same thing by PTGC. To me, that means
the problem existed in many places. (See CCW System 14 walkdown
report ISO 2-14-22 and item 83 on tray 3, 1984 walkdown enclosed in
part of a packet as Exhibit 14.)

These allegations assert that certain Paramount shear lugs were welded to

piping with fillet wel ds rather than the design-required full penetration

welds. This subject has been previously addressed in PGandE's letters of

May 2, 1984 (DCL-84-170, Item No. 7) and October 30, 1984 (DCL-84-343,

Allegation 0758) (Attachments A and B).

0334A
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Briefly stated, in November 1982, PGandE initiated Minor Variation Report

(MVR) M-4388 (Attachment C) after certain lugs were identified (in Unit 1) as

having only fillet welds rather than the design-required full penetration
I

welds. A comprehensive investigation of the concern was conducted by

engineering. This investigation revealed that fillet welds on the shear lugs

in question (Class B, C, E, E', G, and 9 pipe) were acceptable as long as they

met minimum size. Since this was a generic issue, appropriate corrective

action (for Units 1 and 2) was directed and MVR M-4388 was accordingly

dispositioned on October 24, 1983 (Attachment D).

When Mr. Thompson conducted his walkdown of the CCS System 14 on Unit 2 in

February 1984, Hanger 24-20R had not yet been dispositioned since the hanger

(as noted in Mr. Thompson's own walkdown report) was still in work. In
I

accordance with the approved disposition of MVR M-4388, the design of the lug

attachments for Hanger 24-20R was changed to a fillet weld per "Pipe Support

Design Tolerance Classification Form" gF-2-11090 which was issued on

March 1, 1984 (Attachment E). Similarly, when Mr. Thompson conducted his
It

May 3, 1984 walkdown on Unit 2, certain of the subject welds were still in the

process of being corrected. The concern has been appropriately addressed and

resolved.
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NRC Allegations ¹1482 8 1519
Attachment A

lof2It is alleged tha. the penetra; on groove welds were not being used as
required and that only fill t welds mre utilized. Also, it is alleged that
the effective thr.at for a 3/15'illet weld adjacent to a 3/l5'ar '.al
penetration w 1 d ~oui d be irs",f ic ient.

RESPONSE:
1

The design calcu'iat','ons take ro credit for penetration welds or pip;

h'4S953
attachments to coCe Class II and III (se',smic Class I) piping unless t>e

extent of penetra.ion is provided by a specific weld inspection repor.ed n

writing to .he engineer. This lim'tation on calculations is covered by

procedure. The installation contractor's procedures requice f:11 penetra„i„-;,

welds ',or all attach"..ants to code 'Class I piping. Specific inspec. o;.s b'av

been performed to verif'y corpliance with this iequiremen.. Therefor, a',1

pipe attacker t welds are kn."I;n to b~ acce;table.

L'ith respect to the secon" pat cf th s allegation, tl e AVS ".1.1 Cod

conservatively req.ires that "/8" b C d.cted to account f-; roof;.sion

certain pr qualified par.ial penetration weld joint geome r es. Ac:ua

nonfused area is less than what Dl.l postulates, and therefore, the ef

weld is gr ater. Hcwever, acc pting the Dl.l postulation, .he allega:

incorrect as shown in the atta "ho" ske==h'hich is Crawn t> s"a',e and

wya
~ > ~ ~ ~ V

pp+ivoI

l ~p 5

erlarged for clarity (Attach,.erat 1 i. The fille. weld e.ie:!ive throat is

raintained when the ncr., used regicn is Ceduc.e" from an a"'.acert 3/15"f t
penetration w ',d. Therefore, this allegation is not valid.

pi ~:,il
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NRU Allegation f0758

NRC Allegations 81482 8 1519
Attachment B

1of1

Allegation Description:

Hanger 824-20R-welds on lug attachments are not as
specified.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Hangers f24-2 and)or 824-24R, welds on lug attachment are
not as specified. Hangers are on recirc charging pump, CCW

supply and return lines.

The welds on lug attachments for hangers i24-2 and k'24-24R were originally

welded in 1 970 per PGandE drawing 051360. Drawing 051360 called for a full

penetration weld on the lug attachments. When the welds were made, e=ch was

inspected and found to be acceptable per drawing 051360.

in early 1984, the hangers were inspected in preparation for the modifications

to be performed as part of the verificati.n program. The modifica+icns called

for a full penetration weld with a /16-inch fillet cap on the lugs. Although

tre welds in question had originally been accepted, the inspector was required

to reverify the earlier work. Due to thc f illet cap on the original weld, the

sl.-.:- of the full penetration weld could not be ver'.'fied.

The matter was referred to OPEG for engineering review. OPEG determined that

the 3,'lb-inch fillet cap alone would meet design requirements without the full

penetration weld. Thereafter, the work was completed, the as-builts were

subm:tt=d t." 5an Francisco engineering for approvai, and approval was recei ved.

0'ilgsj0022N
PGand" Lctje! No.: DCL-84-343

October 30, 1984
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NRC Allegations 81482 & 1519
G.n„„c,n„,u„;,„AttaChment C

MINOR VARIATION REPORT SUPERSEDEP lip REV l

IDENTIFICATION Location UnIt
Diablo Can on No. 1

Reference
Spec. No. 871 1

Page of

anrzation
Pullman Power Products

Contractor�'s

Report No.
PGandE
MVR No. g 4388

d Copy to Contractor @ Yes C3 No Name
Pullman Power Products

item

Explanation

DESCRIPTION OF DISCREPANCY

Pi e su ort shear lu s not installed er desi n.

Su orts numbered 57N-68R, 57N-27R, and 41-39A were found to have

shear lugs welded on with fillet welds only. Their desi ns all re uired

full penetration welds. An additional review of shear lugs in s stem 14

was initiated and six more su orts were found with im ro er w lds.

rnItiated By Date
10/19/82

POSIT ON
Inform On-Site Pro ect En ineerin of these 9 su orts with onl

fillet welds on the shear lugs. Investi ate the acceptabilit of fillets
only on all (Unit 1 and Unit 2) shear lugs on class B, C, E, E, G, and

9 pipe.

Additional Concurrence, When Required

Senior Site Representative

Name
N/A

Date

Date

11/1/82

This Minor Variatio eport (I I 8t ls Not Reportable;
I21 @ Is Not a Nonconformance

C3 May be Reportable IPer Title 10 CFR, Part 21)

I

E
W

Quality Control

Senior Site Representative

DISPOSITION ACCOMPLISHED

Date

Date
11/1/82

Remarks

ected By

lity Control

Date

Date

C3 ATTACHMENTS
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NRC Allegations 81482 5 1519
Attachment D

MINOR VARIATION REPORT

ENTIFICATION Location Unit
Diablo Canyon No. 1

Qsmzatlon
~ Pullman Power Products

Reference
Spec. No. 8711
Contractor'eport

No/544 609

Page ol
1 2

PGsndE
MvRNo. M-4388 R-2

Name
Send Copy to Contractor Yes O No . Pullman Power Products

DESCRIPTION OF DISCREPANCY

Item
Pipe support shear lu s not installed er desi

Supports numbered 57N-68R, 57N-27R, and 41-39A were found to have shear

r.lu s welded on with fillet w lds onl . Their desi ns all r u' f
penetration welds. An additional review of shear lu s in S stem 14 was

initiated and six more su orts were found with im ro er wel

ht,A,. < ~w9 l&~
DISPOSITION

See page 2.

Date
10-15-83

Additional Concurrence, When Aequi

Senior Site Representative~ Date

Date

R
E
V
I
E
W

This Minor Varie Report (1) lg le Not Reportable;
I2) %g, ls Not a Nonconformance

Quality Control

Senior Site Representative

C3 May be Reportable (Per Title 10 CFR, Part 21)

Date

Date

Remarks

DISPOSITION ACCOMPLISHED

Inspected Sy

Duality Control

Date

Date

tXI ATTACHMENTS 1) IOM dated 5-5-83, From G.H. Moore (DCC 3565).
) List of code Class A su orts reviewed.2 pp

3) Memo from J. Arnold to M..R. Tressler d Qg~-~pndlist of supports on non-class A pipe h 4fNjtUNIIT
shear lugs.
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Page 2

N-4388 Rev. 2

NRC Allegations ¹1482 8 1519
Attachment D

2of4
MINOR VARIATION REPORT

DISPOS ITION:

Inform On-Site Project Engineering of these 9 supports with only fillet welds
on the shear lugs. Investigate the acceptability ~f fillets only on all
(Unit 1 and Unit 2) shear lugs on class 8, C, E, E, G, and 9 pipe.

Rev. 1: As-build the existing fillet welds on the 9 supports in question, per
E~EE, E0140. Perform a 100K review of code Class 0, C, 0, and 0 supports with
shear lugs and verify that the fillet welds on the lugs are )" min. If the
shear lug fillet welds do not meet the minimum, support is to be re-asbuilt
reflecting the existing fillet sizes., If minimums are met no further action
on the support is necessary.

Rev. 2: Accept as. is: Proposed disposition for NVR N-4388 Rev. 1 was sent to
engineering for their concurrence. Per their response, reference attachment ¹1,
paragraph 3, the requested disposition was not required because engineering had
already performed this review. Also> per engineering's response, all shear lug
sizes and shear lug dimensions were reviewed, re-as-built as necessary, and sent
to engineering.
In addition, a complete documentation review of PG8E code Class 'A'hear

lugs'as

performed. The results of this review showed that all Unit I PGSE code Class
'A'hear lugs were installed with full penetration welds as required by code.
(Attached is the documentation for the review performed on the Class 'A'ipe
lugs).
NOTE: The original pipe supports identified with discrepant welds were dispositioned
per Pullman discrepancy reports 4544, 4553, 4571, and 4609.
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NRC Allegations b'1482 8 1519
Attachment D

ROFFICE MEMORANDUM 3 of 4

iiablo Canyon Project
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
BECHTEL POWER CORPORATION

PS SU
To R. Etzler/D. A. Rockwelll

--Ffo~ 'G. H. Moore

May 5, 1983

hof M 8 NE PIPING

Extension 8 3944

We believe these reviews provide sufficient justification for the
fo 1 1 owing pos ition:

1. Supports that are being modified:
All as-built discrepancies should be noted and included on the final
as-built drawing.

These FCT's should be forwarded to SFHO for review.

cR
J

File No. PM MR /Pz
GS CR

sujet MYR's 4390, 4418, 4388
GC

45/8/D37
~t W~H sQ

sEG

o~s-n J.moslems

There are three current NVR's that dea1 with discrepancies in hangers thata'cd>&i
~ were not as-built within ESD 223 tolerances.

During November 1982, 118 hangers were walked down and all discrepancies
between the hanger detail and the as built condition were recorded. A review
was made by Engineering and the results were documented by a letter to file

~~667687, dated 11/29/83). The discrepancies noted covered a broad range of
different parameters, which we believe cover most if not all potential

~~ ~~

~~

~
discrepancy types. The conclusion was that the pipe support'was still
adequate to perform its intended function.

In addition, the hangers described on MYR 4390 have been reviewed and they
likewise have been found acceptable.

2. Supports not modified:

No further disposition is required.

Further, disposition of the specific MYR's is as follows:

1. MYR 84390 - The hangers identified in the OIR have been specifically
reviewed and the deviations have no impact on the adequacy of the
supports. The position above is the MYR disposition. For the specific
hangers identified in this MYR, please provide as-built drawings so
that we may update our calculation files!

2. MYR f4418 - Undersized welds were extensively covered in the review
previously mentioned. The above project position is appli a.
these hangers.
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019'765
page 2 of 2 NRC Allegations 81482 5

1519
Attachment D

4of4
The requested disposition is denied. The disposition requested

appears to apply to weld quality only and not the other undersize or
incomplete weld aspects of the HYR. In any case, the requirements of
EDS 223 paragraph 6.8.2.5.c apply. The interpretation of this
paragraph is:

1. No weld may be less than 25% of the specified size'.

2. If less than specified but greater than 75% of specified for not
more than 20% of the weld length, the weld is acceptable and no

as-built is required.

Therefore, any time grinding is employed to repair weld quality,
weld build up is required when the grinding causes the weld to be less
than 75% of the specified weld size.

~~:"'HfKQAgl.'leaf~~ The, requested disposition is not required.
Yngsneering review of welded attachments assumed that:

a. Where a full penetration weld was detailed a fillet weld was
assumed.. The size of the fillet was verified with the field.

b. Where a fillet weld was called for, a fillet weld was assumed in the
ana lys is.

c. Where no weld size was given or where there was a question, a field
inspection was requested.

ssL

As discussed above, any as built discrepancy should be noted on the
final as built drawing and returned to engineering.

Should there be any questions on the above, please contact the undersigned
for L. E. Shipley (8-5282).

HRT sp e /kb
Reply Requested: No

Response to Chron No.: N/A

ATTACHMENT

cc: HRTresler
DARockwell
LESh ip 1 ey
SSChitnis

G. H moore

047kb DCC
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NRC Allegations &1482 5 1519
~ t ir.aY6, Attachment E 1 of 2

INSTRUCTION YO. 12
( K.~ I ~ ~ 7 i Pf, ATTACBi~NT A

f'7%
PIPE SU:"PORT DESIGN TOLERANM CLARIFICATION FORM

'E NENc=- NDNEEE /=- Z - /ggO

LOCATION

Q

SUBJc.CT 7 REV C9 CLASS

ELEV: ~ (7 pre.-inspect
past pre-inspect

Q during installation
Q after installaticn
g other

DEgcAIPTTDN:g>st Py gP PP'/ c iP o zN a~eww~P

pggi~+~i~~/fpppp / Nxgt''60 @ply'NoP++kpr'

(7m 7 r5 zP~- ~(oz, c~cs aver 8 Gas
+'~g

7 cvow7 N>4Z

'
y~b<~~ A~i~~~ C~O ~~g~>P~ r'~~>~.-z ~

y~gcz Z y~ ger

l~hf

T10N ~g7~,, ~Q /8
" p/6

Ov

EN

P.P.P. r..
G.C. P.E.

t+
o//~j ~> g oN

~(gb~ p Sly
o~h~~~i~~

REFEREN~ DRAHZNG

ATTACHtlENTS

AREA ENGINEER:

CONSTRUCTION tMY PROCEED

CONSTRUCTION D. P ."~Q '

CONTRACTOR REC=ZPT

SH

NO PAGFS (ZNC THZS SHEET) ~
DA~ / E+

DATE ~ / cd
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NRC Allegations 81483, 1521, and 1560~

~ ~Allegation 81483 Description:

Unistrut clips not adequate on lines 2-S-2P-3/4 and
2-S-18-3/4.

Allegation 0'1521 Description:

Inadeouate support for„ Reactor Head Gasket Yonitor Lines
and an inadequate follow-up by PGandE management after
identification.

Allegation 81560 Description:

Reactor Head Gasket monitoring lines are improperly
supported.

quote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraphs 38 and 39:

A much more severe vendor problem that I discovered in the,
Hay'984 walkdown concerns the Reactor Head Gasket Honitor
lines. The lines are supported by electrical conduit
clamps that are not designed for that purpose. Further,
there is no protection against "chain" failure; failure of
one strut would add to the burden on the next strut, and so
on down the lines. (See Exhibit 14, page seven of ten.)

There is no question that this line is safety-related. The
gasket separates the reactor head from the reactor vessel.
Failure of the reactor would place the work within the
pressure boundary. Yet management responded to my

disclosure in the walkdown by claiming that corrective
action was unnecessary because the work came from a vendor
-- Westinghouse. In my opinion that was no excuse to
ignore the problem. It could be dangerous. It only means
that the vendor gA/gC program was deficient.

quote from 11-15-84 GAP Petition 8-8:

In Yiay 1984 a Pullman Engineer discovered that the Peactor
Head Gasket Yonitor lines -- of critical safety
significance since the gasket separated the reactor head
from the reactor vessel —are supported by electrical
conduit clamps that are not designed for that purposes

0335A
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(:sic3 and are vulnerable to "chain" failure. management
officials informed the engineer that corrective action was
unnecessary since the work came"from a vendor-
Mestinghouse. (Exhibit 18, at 20).

These allegations are without merit and reflect the alleger's lack of

understanding about the system in question.

Leakage of "reactor coolant between the mating surfaces of the reactor head

flanqe and the reactor vessel flange is prevented by the use of two

silver-plated Inconel 0-ring gaskets. Two small passages are drilled from the

flange mating surface to the exteri or wall of, the vessel to provide a path for

any leakage past the 0-rinqs. These leakoff passages are tubed to a

monitoring system which includes a control room temperature indicator and

alarm to alert the operator in the event of reactor coolant leakage past the

0-ring seal. The lea'koff system is Design Class I from the reactor vessel to

the manual isolation valves upstream of the temperature sensor. All

instrumentation is non-Class I. The monitor leakoff lines (lines 18 and 22)

are specification "S" stainless steel tubing 3/4-inch O.P. x 0.095-inch wall

AS'213, Grade TP 316.

The reactor head gasket monitor leakoff lines are installed in full compliance

with the design requirements of PGandE Drawing f049238. All stainless steel

tubing runs use unistrut type supports and tubing or conduit clamps. Ho

0335A -2-
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protection against "chain failure" is required as these supports are

seismically qualified for both tubing and large diameter heavy wall conduit.

The installation of the system was not done by the NSSS vendor (h~estinghouse)

-- but by S80 Construction Co. under PGandE Specification 8SOP.. The alleger

has failed to give enough information to identify the member of management

that allegedly told him that the work was performed by Westinghouse. The

existing installations were installed in full compliance with the design

requirements and were installed by a contractor with a fully functioning and

approved ()A/(}C program.

033FA -3-
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NRC Allegations 81484, 1522, and 1558

Allegation 0'1484 Description:

Containment spray clamp not tight on 73-44SL.

Allegation 81522 Description:

Alleger identified a loose clamp on the Containment Spray
System (specific location not provided), identified to
PPP/PGandE on 12/28/83 but was not corrected.

Allegation 0'1558 Description:

The effects of inadequate installation procedures are
illustrated by a loose clamp on the Containment Spray
System.

(}uote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraph 40:

During a January 1984 Systems walkdown I identified a loose
clamp on the Containment Spray System, which cools
Containment during a nuclear event. This clamp supports a
seismic limiter to prevent excessive movements. Although
the clamp had been installed according to procedure, it
could be rotated around the pipe with my hand. This was
totally unacceptable on a system as important as
Containment Spray.

hty discovery indicated that earlier attempts to work within
the system had been unsuccessful. On December 28, 1983 I
had identified the problem to PGEE and Pullman, but it was
not corrected. The System Turnover Walkdown Summary and
memo are enclosed as Exhibit 15.

quote from 11-15-84 GAP Petition B-6:

The effects of inadequate installation procedures are
illustrated by a loose clamp on the Containment Spray
System, which could be rotated around the pipe by hand
although it was installed according to procedure. As the
Pullman engineer who discovered the loose clamp reported,
"Almost every time I walked by I would give it a spin."
Although the clamp was initially reported in December 1983,
as of July 1983 [sicj it had not been fixed. (Exhibit 18,
at 20).
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On December 28, 1983, Mr. Thompson of PPP wrote a memo to Messrs.

Paul Hemmingway of PPP, and Mark Michaels of PTGC identifying a problem with

Hanger 73-44SL. In the memo, Mr. Thompson identified a loose clamp on

containment spray hanger
73-44SL.'r.

Michaels'esponse (attached) directed Mr. Thompson, as the initiator of

the memo, to document the discrepancy per proper channels. For some

unexplained reason, Mr. Thompson did not follow through and ensure that

corrective action was taken. Curiously, Mr. Thompson alleges he noted the

same condition in his January 1984 walkdown and at various other times, yet he

continually failed to fill out a DCN to correct the condition.

During an NRC walkdown on June 13, 1984, Hanger 73-44SL was identified as

~

~ ~

having loose bolts and rotated to a position which caused binding in the

clamp. Minor Variation Report (MVR) M-4733 was written for corrective action,

which, in turn, resulted in the initiation of Pullman Power Products

Discrepancy Report 8DR 8870 on August 27, 1984. All required corrective work

under PDR 8870 was completed and signed off August 30,'984. An inspection of

Hanger 73-44SL was completed by PTGC personnel J. Hanna and F. Harpe and

Mr. Hemingway of PPP on September 12, 1984, and the hanger was found to be

acceptable, with no further rework required. The MVR M-4733 was then

completed and signed off September 18, 1984.

Thus, Mr. Thompson's concern has been appropriately addressed and no longer is

an open item.

0336A
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NRC Allegations f1484, 1522 & 1558
Attachment A lof 1
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HRC Allegations f1487 and 1528

Allegation 5'1487 Description:

Hanger (on NPPR DC2-83-le-PO196) had to he made removable
in accordance with paragraph 3.1.3 (sic) of M-9 criteria
Bechtel Manual; Bechtel does not consider this criteria in
their design.

Allegation f1528 Description:

PTGC failed to follow 3.13 (sic ) of its own H.9 Design
Criteria Manual.

()uote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraph 49:

A related example concerned PTGC's failure to follow
section 3.13 (sic) of its own h1-9 design cirteria fsic3
manual. This provision states that if an item supported by
a hanger is designed to be removable, the hanger also must
be desiqned to be removable. A Nuclear Plant Problem
Report (HPPR) confirming this inadequate design in the
Auxiliary Saltwater Pump Poom is enclosed as Exhibit 20.
Having confirmed that the flaw existed we should have
checked for the deficiency plantwide. I saw no evidence of
that response. The HRC should confirm the corrective
action or lack of it.

Contrary to the allegation, failure to make certain hangers removable is not a

safety flaw. Section 3.15 of DCM M-9 (Attachment A) does require that certain

hangers be made removable in order to facilitate access to other structures

for maintenance purposes. The DCV, provision is not a safety requirement.

At the time of design, the designer does not always know which hangers should

be removable. Ongoing reviews are made by Nuclear Plant Operations to

determine which hangers should be made removable. Where a hanger is found

that should be removable, a fluclear Plant Problem Report is initiated

(Attachments B and C).

0337A





The alleger's Exhibit 20 is simply a collection of such reports. When the

determination is made that a particular hanger should be removable, the hanger

is redesigned pursuant to required design critieria and reinstalled. This

allegation has no safety significance.
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NRC Allegations b'1487 & 1528
Attachment A
1of1 DCN No. H-9, Rev. 11

File No. 146.20
Page 11 of 60

3.8.7 Because of the tolerances involved in attaching shear lugs
to the pipe and the alignment with the top surface of a
riser clamp that is not machined or faced, the following
table should be used for selecting the number of shear
lugs.

Recommended Recommended No. of
Min. No. of Lugs Designed to~L/i I «li

6" 5 under
8" 4 over

NOTE: Fewer than the recommended number of lugs may be used
provided the calculated total stresses meet the applicable
code requirements.

3.8.8 The shear lugs shall be positioned with consideration
given to the rigidity of the supporting structural
elements such that all shear lugs take approximately the
same load.

3.9 Structural details shall'onform to the requirements of the AISC
Manual of Steel Construction.

3.10 All s'eismic supports shall be two-way restraints. The pipe must
be physically restrained in both the positive and negative
direction along the restraining axis.

3.11 Class I pipe supports shall only be attached to Class I structural
elements.

3.12 It is not advisable.to support Design Class II pipes on Class I
supports. Futhermore, Design Class II pipes supported axially on
Class I supports should be avoided where possible.

3.13 When possible, materials stocked at the construction site shall be
used in the hanger design.

3.14 Supports attaching to the Containment liner, pipe rupture
restraints, or civil structural steel may be connected by using
welded stud bolts and must be formally coordinated with the Civil
Engineering Department.

0

3.15 Pipe supports which restrain or interfere with the service,
inspection, or replacement of valves and their operators, pumps,
removable equipment, and flow instrumentation shall be designed to
be removable.

3.16 All pipe supports should be designed such that they do not
conflict with PGandE Specification 8711 or ESD 223 ( Installation
and Inspection of Class 1 Pipe Supports).

0177B/0107P-11
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NRC Allegation 0'1492

Allegation Description:

Pullman Piping engineers received no ()A/()C training.
assumed that the engineers were familiar with the
professional

codes.'vote

from Thompson Affidavit Paragraph 2:

They

My initial training was similarly deficient. I received
several volumes of Engineering Specifications Diablo
( ESD's ) and was told to sign that I had read and was
familiar with them. To my knowledge, I was the only
incoming engineer who read them all. I received classroom
instruction, but many engineers did not. We received no
quality assurance/quality control (gA/OC) training. It was
assumed that we were familiar with the professional codes,
but that is unrealistic. I believe that I learned my job
adequately because I took the initiative to study at home.
I cannot recall seeing any other new engineer carry home
his ESD's for study.

In May I was promoted to Field Engineer I, which formalized
an informal promotion as Area Lead Engineer for
Elevation 91, Containment. My notice of promotion is
enclosed as Exhibit 2.

The subject matter of this allegation was previously addressed in PGandE

letter DCL-84-243 dated June 29, 1984, Allegation III-61. A copy of the

previous allegation and response is attached.

The statement that engineering received "no quality assurance/quality control

(gA/(}C) training" is not correct. The required training for engineering

personnel is set forth in Engineering Instruction f10, "ENGINEERING DEPT.

PERSONNEL l}UALIFICATION 8 TRAINING PROGRAM" (copy attached). This program

specifies the appropriate material to be studied for both general knowledge

and other knowledge that is subject to testing. This material includes the

appropriate Engineering Specifications Diablo (ESDs ), ()uality Assurance Manual

0338A





sections, gA and Engineering Instructions, codes, and other procedures and

instructions. This study material is tailored to meet the needs of each

engineering job classification. The training program was audited during the

annual Pullman Corporate Audit in January 1985, and no deficiencies were

noted. As provided in the earlier response, completion of these training

requirements is documented and the records kept in the individual's personnel

file.

New/revised Engineering Instructions, ESDs, gA Instructions, and Meld

Procedures, controlled by the gA/gC Manager, in accordance with ESD 269,

"PREPARATION, REVISION AND CONTROL OF FIELD PROCEDURES," are issued to QA, PC,

and engineering personnel upon PGandE approval of the procedure. All

Engineering Instructions, ESDs, gA Instructions, and Meld Procedures are

available for use by all concerned individuals, including engineers.

0338A
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IIIW
It fs alleged that:

" I have spoken wfth aery of these fnspectors and ihe
aaJorfty of thea agree that they feel they were not
qua)fffed or trained properly to perform the5r work. Host
of thea have stated that they wou d not care'to have their
prevf ous work faspected

The prob)eas we were experfencfng fn our gC orooraja of not
hav5ng enough qua) fffed inspectors, was (sfc) a so evident
fn the Pul)man field engfneerfng department. Althoughfield engineers had a soaewhat limited responsfbilfty fn
regards to design work, they were given the power to Nakefield changes - called quick ffxes - that fn some fnstances
comp)ete)y altered the origfnal desfgn. I vill expand on
th5s )ater as a separate fssue.

Nth very fm exceptions the people that Pullman hired asffeld engf~rs had no previous nuclear experience, had no
previous experfence fn argr related field such as of)-
refine or pfpe)fne work, and had no engineering degree.

Nor dfd Pu))man train the field engfneers any more
thoroughly than the gC personne), and so th~ had to take
the same sort of on-the-gob trafning approach whf)e the
work was proceeding. As fnspectors, we were expected to
fdentify errors a:zde by ffeld engineers. But.for much too
long a period, we had a 'b) fnd leading the blind'ystem.
(3/2)/84 Anon. Aff., Attachment 9, at 3-4.)

Th5s allegation fs based on hearsay. gC inspection has been

constantly evolvfng fnto a more and more comp) ex art. The dranatic

expansfon of Dfab)o Ca<yon gA/gC procedures attests to that. All

fnspectors develop and improve their own fnspection methods and

techniques as time on the gob fncreases. Their work, after
ae'xtended

period on the gob, should obviously be superior to their
fnftfa) offQiCs This afght explain the alleged statement that "east

,of thea have stated that their aeu)d not care to have thefr previous

work fnspected.'fe)d work fs s~)e refnspectect by PTK bePo~
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NRC Allegation 1492
Attachment A
2of3

final acceptance of the ~rk and all doceaentatfon fs revfaed for

~ ccuraCX and cenpleteness before the fnstallat5on fs deesad totally
acceptaMe and coaplete. The reference to a 'blind leading the

blfnd ~tee fs a arlsleadfng one since all aspects of erection and

fnspectfon are described fn detail fn the applfcable pullaan

procedures and fnspectors recefve adequate training prior to being

'turned loose'n the gob. In the event of uncertain fn any area

of fnspectfon, an fnspector could go to h5s leadaan or supervisor for

fnfonaatfon, dfrectfon, fnstructfon, or clarfffcatfon. The

fnspectors vera not fnadequately prepared nor mre they left on their..

em, as fs inferred fn thfs allegation.

Since the alleger 5s a gC fnspector, he fs not responsible for hiring

engineers and therefore cannot provfde any detailed fnformatfon

(other than hearsay) about the qua15ffcatfon of engineering

personnel.'ngfneerfng

personnel are hired by the Chfef Field Engfneer or the

Kngfneerfng Supervfsor only after thefr reste and/or application are

revfeed and evaluated. Ffeld engfneers are hired based on a

coahfnatfon of their education and previous experience. Although a

degree fs not a prerequfsfte, degreed engfneers are hired

preferentially over non-degreed engfneors.

Afte hirf g, tt~ a re fred t compl te th= req f t o

Pullman Kngfneerfng Instruction shfch details the trafnfng
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"gfn««ng personnel'omp'letfon of these

+~nted and the records are kept fn the

individual's personnel f5le. Because ot thefr prevfous educatfon

and/or experience background. the ffeld engineers need only

faaf1farfze themselves vfth the gobsf te practices and procedures to

be able to perforce thefr hark fn an acceptable aanner. Thus, the

allegation that Engfneerfng and gC personnel mre not adequately

traf ned 5 s patently false.
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ENGINEERING INSTRUCTION II10

ENGINEERING DEPT. PERSONNEL
UALIFICATION 6 TRAINING PROGRAM

Page 1 of
9'RC

Allegation 1492
Attachment Blof 3

SCOPE

This instruction serves to define the methods used to insure that Engineering Dept.
personnel are qualified to perform the work that is to be carried out.

2.0 WORK CLASSIFICATIONS

2.1 Engineering functions are classified as folloW:

2.2

Construction Superintendent
Area Superintendent/Craft Superv~r
Chief Field Engineer
Field Engineer, Level I and Level t
Field Engineering Assistant
Drafting, Designer Level I and II
DraftinR Draftsman Level A and B

Job Descriptions (These are shown in the Appendix.)

3.0 PERSONNEL MOBILIZATIONAND UALIFICATIONS

3.1 Personnel are assigned, as needed, to work on the site by one or more of the
following:
Pullman Power Products, Williamsport Engineering Dept.
Resident Construction Manager
Construction Superintendent
Chief Field Engineer

2.3 All personnel must be qualified to carry out the assigned functions by the Chief
Field Engineer or Construction Superintendent. Documented qualifications shall be
complete within 45 days after start of assigned function.

m

3.3 All personnel qualifiactions shall be documented as follows:
3.3.1 Job application and/or resume
3.3.2 Record of On-the-Job Training
3.3.3 Additional records that are specifically required by the Chief Field

Engineer or Construction Superintendent.

4.0 ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

4.1

4.2

Initial training shall be conducted primarily through actual practice of
assigned work under the supervision of personnel previously qualified for
that function.
In order to verify that the practical training has been successful, the Chief
Field Engineer or Construction Superintendent shall conduct an oral examination
covering all significant aspects. If deficiencies in training are discovered,
they shall be noted 'and shall be subject to retest.
Training & Qualification Codes:

All personnel shall be assigned a code in order to assist in defining specific
requirements as they exist during initial training as well as requirements
for ongoing programs. Codes are listed on the following page.
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Revised 2/4/83 Page 2 of Q

ON THE JOB TRAINING Personnel Codes

PIPING:

NRC Allegation 1492
Attachment B

2Of 3

PCS
PS

PTE pyE
PDE
PFE
PEE
PWE

POE
PA
PED

PEA
PFA
PC
PSE

Piping, Craft Supervisor
Piping Dept. Supervisor, Field Engineer
Hydrotest Director, Field Er.,ineer
Data Reports, Field Engineer
Shop fabrication, Field inn'~eev
Erection, Field Engine~."
Welding, Field Eng~~er
Start-up & Flushing, vield Engineer
Engineering Assistant
Isometric Erection Dra.ing, Drazting, Designer
Spool Sheet Fabrication Drawing, Designer
Erection Drawing As Builts, Draftsperson
Fabrication Drawing As Builts, Draftsperson
Clerk
Special Projects, Field Engineer

CODE HANGERS:

HCS
HS
.'iFE

V

HA
HLD

HDD
HSD

HLA ~
HSA
HC

Hanger, Craft Supervisor
Hanger Dept. Supervisor, Field Engineer
Shop Fabrication, Field Engineer
Special Projects, Field Engineer
Erection Small and/or Large Bore, Field Engineer
Welding, Field Engineer
Engineering Assistant
Hanger Sketch Drafting, Large Bore, Designer
Hanger Sketch Drafting, Small Bore, Designer
Hanger As Builts, Large Bore, Draftsperson
Hanger As Builts, Small Bore, Draftsperson
Clerk

CODE RUPTURE RESTRAINTS Ec CDIL STEEL:

RCS
RS

REE
RSE
R

RA
PDD
R='

RC

Rupture Restraint, Crazr. Superv sor
Dept. Supervisor, Field Engineer
Erection, Field Engineer
Special Projects, Field Engineer
Welding, Field Engineer
Engineering Assist nt
Lavout Drafting, Designer
Layout Drawing As Euilts, Draftsperson
Clerk

CODE DRAWING CONTROL:

Dept. Supervisor
Clerk
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Organization Chart with Job ualifications.

The Chief Field Engineer will periodically update the organization chart and
1' thereon.the 0-J-T'/Qualification codes by the name and function of each
individual.

4.4 O.J.T. Record

Init'al and subsequent training and qualification shall be documented on a

special form--See Appendix.

5.0 Re uirements for Trainin

All personnel must receive hands-on-training as part of the initial instruction
period. This practical training may be conducted by anyone who has been
previously qualified for the subject function by the Cbio.f Field Engineer or
Construction Superintendent. Additional training conmMs .of gaining a

thorough knowledge of applicable specifications such a.- aoaee, QA Manuals, ESD,

and other documents. II

5.1 Document Matrix

The document matrix shall be used to defin. eb" ;ariuus training requirements-
See Appendix. The indicated requirements fo = ~sonnel codes PSE & HSE are not
absolute but will be reviewed for each special project application.

5.2 Test Sheets

All personnel shall have access to test sheets. These sheets define more precisely
the typical problems that are significant in the area oi respons-'bility under
various qualification codes. See Appendix for Test Sheets.

6.0 On-Goin Trainin

ivi;en revisions to matrix documents affect engineeripg „ersonne a follow-up
records sheet will be issued to each individual to make him aw re of cnanges in
requirements and to document the fact that instruction and qualification is
thereby updated.

RON i'IXG
CHI:F ": ~ ELD "-':Gi lEER

Revised 7/l7/80
7/21/80
2/4/83
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NRC Allegation 81494

Allegation Description:

For many years PPP ()C inspectors had been accepting full
penetration welds that cannot be achieved due to the
required bevel angle.

()uote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraphs 3 and 4:

On June 23, 1983 I learned just how loosely Pullman
controlled welding procedure changes; they were done
through informal memos. I had learned that since the
beginning of construction, Pullman theoretically had been
preparing full penetration bevels of Tungsten Inert Gas
(TIG) welding at a 37-1/2 degree maximum angle, the
procedure requirement. Actually, that is impossible for
perpendicular connections on structural steel; the welding
torch will not fit in less than a 45 degree angle. The
problem was using pipe welding procedures (where a 37-1/2
degree angle is feasible) on structural steel (where it is
not). When I told Pullman ()A Manager Harold Karner, his
response was that Pullman had been doing it that way for
many years. I replied that under the procedure as written
it would be necessary for me to put Hold Tags on all the
relevant hangers which could have extended the Cold Hydro
test date. There was silence and Mr. Karner said he would
send me a memo in an hour. A weld procedure qualification
test could not possibly be done in an hour. When I
received the memo (Exhibit 3) his solution was obvious;
revise the procedure to legalize the existing practice.
This would only be legal if a qualification test were
conducted to prove that the altered procedure was as
reliable as intended.

The incident with the TIG weld procedure illustrates
another facet of the (}uality Assurance breakdown. For many
years ()C inspectors had been accepting full penetration
welds that cannot be achieved due to the required bevel
angle. This raises questions about how many other problems
were missed.

The subject matter of this allegation has been previously addressed in the

following documents, copies of which are attached:
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1. PGandE response, dated March 19, 1984, to Joint Intervenors'otion to

Reopen on CQA, Breismeister, et al., Aff. at 1-6.

2. PGandE letter DCL-84-166, dated April 30, 1984, GAP 8230 and 232, at

64-66.

3. PGandE response, dated March 6, 1984, to Joint Intervenors'otion to

Reopen on DQA, Breismeister, et al., Aff. at 52-53 and 57-59.

The alleger is incorrect in referring to structural steel. The work actually

involved pipe hanger supports. Pipe support welding is governed by ASME

Section IX, where joint geometry (included angle) is not an essential variable.

The above-referenced responses address the technical adequacy of 37-1/2 degree

bevels for partial penetration welds.

Mr. Thompson raises one new allegation: that TIG welding torches cannot get

into 37-1/2-degree included angle weld grooves for full penetration welds.

This is an incorrect allegation. TIG torches are available in various sizes;

also, the gas nozzles on the torches come in various sizes to accommodate

limited access situations. Additionally, the tungsten electrodes may be

extended beyond the normal length to reach more deeply into the narrow weld

grooves, making it possible to achieve full penetration.

The TIG welding procedure used has been properly qualified to ASh1E Section IX

and has been approved by PGandE for use. There was no QA breakdown.

0339A 2-
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In summary, reviews of the design, construction conditions and records,

postconstruction inspections, and behavior of the liner during the structural

integrity test, show that the liner area of minimum non-contact between the

liner and the concrete does not exceed a gap typical of this type of

construction and has no detrimental effect on the safety function of the

structure.

This matter was completely reviewed in NRC Region V Report Hos. 50-275/84-42

and 50-323/84-31, dated February 2, 1985.
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UNITED STATES OF AHERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COHHISSION

BEFORE THE ATOHIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

)
In the Hatter of )

)
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC )
COHPANY )

)
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power )
Plant, Units 1 and 2) )

)

Docket Nos. 50-275
50-323

(Construction guality Assurance)

AFFIDAVIT OF F. C. BREISHEISTER C. H. NEARY H. W. KARNER R. D. KERR

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO
ss ~

The above, being duly sworn, depose and say:

I, Fred C. Breismeister, am Hanager of the Research and Engineeri g/

Haterials and guality Services Department, San Francisco Office, for the

Bechtel Group.

I, C. H. Neary, am guality Engineering Group Melding Engineer for the

Pullman Power Products Corporation.

I, H. M. Karner, am guality Assurance/guality Control Manager for the

Pullman Power Products Corporation.

CFF" '
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I, R. 0. Kerr, am Senior Welding Engineer for the Pacific Gas and

E tr

~

~

=lee-.r',c Company.

A preliminary overview of the issues, and a review of fundamentals is

provided here to assist in putting certain allegations into proper perspective.

Many of Messrs. Hudson's and Lockert's allegations are concerned with

2.

the use of the ASME and AWS Codes for welding at Oiablo Canyon. To

avoid needless repetition in the response to each individual allegation,

a summary of the major differences between these codes and an

explanation of the application of these codes at Oiablo Canyon are

provided below.

All welding of pipe and pipe supports is required by the Oiablo Canyon

FSAR licensing commitments to meet ANSI B31.7 or B31.1 Codes. These two

codes require that all welding procedures and welders be qualified in

accordance with ASME Section IX.

All welding of pipe rupture restraints is required by contract

specification to meet the AWS 01.0 and/or Ol.l Code, using appropriately

qualified welding procedures and welders.

The qualification requi rements for welders are very similar and often

identical for both the ASME IX and AWS 01.1 Codes. On a construction

project like Oiablo Canyon, considerable efficiency can be gained by

'singwelders qualified to a single code. This conclusion has also been

reached at other nuclear power projects.
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<any organiza ions have evaiua.ed the effec: of qualifying welders to5 o r t s s

only ASHE IX and have dete....'.ned that i. would not adversely affect

safety. Since the ASME Code is required by regulation (10 CFR 50.55a),

ASHE Section IX is selected as the qualification code instead of the AWS

Code. Therefore, welders have been qualified to the requirements of

ASHE IX and allowed to weld on work covered by both the ASME and AWS

Codes. This practice has been accepted by the NRC Staff.

G. On several occasions during %he 1970s; Pullman and PGandE discussed the

acceptability of using welders qualified to ASME IX for welding on the

rupture restraints which are covered by AWS Ol.l. It was agreed that

Q

this practice was consistent with general industry practice and

acceptable since it did not adversely affect safety.

In Dune 1983, PGandE initiated an NCR (OCO-83-RM-N002) to document the

fact that it was acceptable for ASHE IX qualified welders to weld

rupture restraints. Contract specification 8833XR was also revised to

reflect this fact by Change Notice number 17.

.n addition to the minor differences between welder qualification

requirements, there were other differences between ASHE IX requirements

for welding procedure specifications (WPSs) and those for AWS Ol.l.

All WPSs for ASHE IX must be qualified by first welding a coupon and

then destructively testing the welded coupon. This qualification test

is recorded in a Procedure gualification Record (PQR) and is used as the

technical basis for the WPS. Some items in the code, termed 'Essential

Variables", require requalification if the WPS i» to change from the

~ ~
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variables in the tes. welds that are documented in tne PQR (e.g., a

change in type of post-weld heat treatment would require

requalification). Other items, called "non-essential variables", may be

freely changed on the WPS (e.g., the;oint configuration) without

conducting a new qualification test and preparing a new PgR.

Additionally, certain other items, such as product form (e.g. plate,

pipe, tube, shape), are not required to be qualified or required to be

specifically addressed in the WPS.

10. AWS Dl.l does not always require tha. a MPS be qualified by testing and

documented with an associated PgR. If the WPS is written in accordance

with restrictions within ANS 01.1, the WPS is termed "prequalified'nd

no PQR is needed. ANS Dl.l also has essential variables, though not all

the variables are the same as those specified in ASHE IX. AMS Dl.l also

gives the Engineer (in this case, PGandE) the authority and

responsibility to approve materials, welding processes, and other

variables which do not conform to the prequalified requirements of AWS

01,1 if the Engineer is convinced that the item fs technically

acceptable.

ll. PGandE has had welding engineers from its corporate offices routinely

review and approve welding procedures used at Diablo Canyon. For ANS

01.1 welding, this review and approval constituted PGandE authorization

for use of items not prequalified by AWS Dl.l.

12. There are three primary differences between ASHE IX and AMS 01.1 Code

requirements for welding procedures which Hudson and Lockert stress in

their allegations:
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i) Some materials permitted in ASHE IX are not specifically

listed as acceptable in AWS 01.1. This is because ASHE IX is

concerned with welding of pipe, pressure vessels, and their

supports while AWS is concerned with structural welding. For

example, A515 material is a material which has excellent

weldabi lity, as indicated by its classification 'of P-1 in the

ASHE Section IX Code. However, A515 is not listed in the ANS

Ol.l Code because it is a plate material not comonly used in

building or bridge structures. PGandE, using its authority

under AWS 01.1 as the Engineer, has allowed this material to

be used in the fabrication of rupture restraints.

ii) The gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process is recognized in

ASHE IX, but is not described in ANS Ol.l. ASHE Section IX is

concerned with pipe and pressure vessel welding, where GTAN is

frequently used, while AWS Ol.l is concerned with structural

welding, where GTAW is rarely used because it is a slower,

more expensive, higher quality welding process than those

processes used for structural welding. However, PGandE, using

its authority as the Engineer, has allowed GTAW to be used in

the fabrication of rupture restraints based upon its

qualification by Pullman in accordance with ASHE IX.

iii) The allowed joint configuration is a non-essential variable

for ASHE Section IX, but is an essential variable for AWS

01.1. AWS 01.1 has defined many joint configurations as
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~«qual'"«d. and they may be used without performing

qualification tests. Both codes require that the allowed

joint configurations be described in the WPS or in documents

which are used in conjunction with the WpS. pullman has

controlled the allowed joint configurations by instructions on

the WPS, by welding technique specifications, and by reference

to other procedures (i.e., ESO 223 and ESO 243). Mr. Hudson

identified a few specific instances in his gA audits where

,unauthorized joint configurations were used. In each

instance, as described below, proper corrective action was

taken to resolve the matter under the Pullman and PGandE gA

programs.

13. Both the ASME Section IX and AWS 01.1 Codes place no restriction on the

product form (e.g., plate, pipe, tube, shape) that a WPS may be used to

weld. Both codes consider this a non-essential variable. Therefore, a

fillet weld may be made on pipe, plate, tube, or flange beams using the

same WPS which may have been qualified by test welds on pipe or, in the

case of Dl.l, may be prequalified.

14. Finally, ASME IX and AWS Dl.l contain many similarities, and a single

WPS can meet the requirements of both codes.

The Following constitute specific responses to each Joint
Intervenors'J.~

allegation, using the JI allegation numbers as contained in their Motion

to Reopen for identification.

1 4. ~
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GAP f230, Petition at 23.

It is alleged that:

The angles specified $ n Pullnan veld procedures and

techniques did not natch the relevant code requirenents $ n

design cormitments. Hr. Stokes explained that

for skewed fillet velds, ESD-223 permits an angle
down to 15 degrees, which $ s not permissable
under any code. For groove velds, until June 23,
1983, the procedur es required a 37 1/2 degree
anole, which $ s permissable under the Anerican
Wefding Society (AWS) code for piping. But 1t
does not satisfy the requirenents for
prequalif)ed structural steel or tube steel
covered under our design coreitnents to specific
Anerican Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)
or AMS code provisions identified to us by
managenent. The 15 degree angle $ s so far off
that the AMS code does not even 11st a vay to
compensate for such an error. (citron 2/8/84
Stokes Aff. at 7N; ~c(t(n also

Anon'ff.

at 7.)

The subject natter of this allegation was addressed $ n PGanK

response dated March 6, 1984, to Joint Intervenors'otion to Reopen

on DgA, Breisneister, et ainu Aff. at 51-52.

GAp $232, Petition at 24.

It $ s alleged that:

The current gC corrective action program for weld design
deficiencies does not conpensate for past mistakes.
pullnan gC"inspectors have told the NRC staff that $ n the
absence of fornal directions, they compensated by
conservatively assuning a 45-60 degree angle $ f the
$ nfornat$ on was not Included on the drawings or relevant
procedures to guide their inspections. Unfortunately, this
practice did not begin until issuance of a June 23, 1983,
Pullnan nenorandun. (~c(t(n 2/8/84 Stokes Aff at 9. l.Hr.
Stokes described the )epact: 'In other words, the facts as
described by the NRC only are accurate for new work by
Pullnan during the past seven nonths.'~c3t$ n 2/8/84
Stokes Aff. at 9.)
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120. Thfs allegation fs nfsleadfng and fs a refteratfon of prevfously

answered allegatfons wfth a few mfnor changes. (See PGandE response

dated Narch 6, 19S4, to Jofnt Intervenors'otfon to Reopen on $}A,~

Brefsnefster, et al., Aff. at 46-50, 52, 53 ad 57-59.) There have been

no weld design deficiencies fdentfffed whfch require cwpensatfon by f}C

corrective action. The Stokes afffdavft cokes clear that the concern fs

for the effectfve throat of partial penetration welds made with a 37-1/2

degree bevel prior to the Pro)ect's standardfzatfon of the 45 degree

bevel. Pullnan has welded test coupons and has deronstrated that the

requfred effectfve throat was achieved with the 37-l/2 degree bevel.

ted exanpl e was fdents ffed, sec tfoned,
add + tonal ly, an aswonstruc e e

he r unbredThe cross-sections conffrned that t e req
eralaffined and neasured.

ese e ructedThese test coupons and as-constructeeffective throat was achieved. ese e

exanple established that t ea the 1/8 fnch deduction fron weld effective

throat as used orf 45 degree bevels was also val dlid for 37-1/2 degree

bevels. There fs no ec ntechnfcal basis for the concern. There are no

design deficiencies.
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XXVI. It is alleged that:

37-1/2o groove welds were inproperly used. (Stokes,
2/8/84, p. 7-8)

132. Hr. Stokes is correct in stating that the 37-1/2 weld preparation

angle for groove or partial penetration welds does not satisfy the

ronuirenonts for prequal defied points in AISC/AllS. However, these Codes

do not require exclusive use of these prequalified weld joint
configurations. The codes simply state that these prequalified )oint
configurations may be used without further testing. The codes also

provide that other point configurations are allowed, but they first must

be tested to demonstrate acceptability. The groove welds nade prior to

June 23, 1983 were qualified by testing based upon a 37-1/2 weld

preparation angle as set forth in paragraph 146 below.
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XXXII. It is alleged that:

Pullman changed its procedure to standardize weld bevel
for partial penetration welds to 45o in June 1983.
However, welds prior to that date did not neet this
requirenent. (Stokes, 2/8/84, p. 9)

143. There was a procedure change in June 1983,'y pullman that standardized
J

the weld bevel used for partial penetration welds on pipe support

components to 45o. This action, however, was not the result of any

action on the part of f1r. Stokes. A large influx of gC inspectors

around that time made it necessary to develop a nore standardized

approach to the pre-weld fit-up measurement. Hence, the 45 angle was

chosen as a standard with which most inspectors were familiar, not to

provide a more acceptable method of welding. As described below, the

37-1/2o bevel angle has been qualified by tests and it was and still
remains an acceptable bevel angle.

144. In a recent inspection, the NRC Staff questioned what bevel angle was

used on carbon steel support members. The review showed that current

and recent practice has been to use 45 bevels. This was based upon a

June 28, 1983, memo to gC inspection, observations in the field, and

interviews by the NRC Staff with several gC inspectors. The reference

by .'.r. Stokes to a,lune 23, 1983. memo bv Russ Nnhlo doas not aopear to

be . clat„d .o .he allegation as described, but refers to stainless steel

weld procedures 15/16 and 129 to be used for welding butt )oints in the

pressure boundary of piping. The memo did not apply to partial
penetration welds for pipe supports.
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145. Notwfthstandfng the above, P6andE has reviewed welds prior to June

1903. Conversations wfth QC inspectors and production personnel who

have been onsfte fran the early stages of the Project indicate that the

practice was to provide a 45 bevel angle. However, the Held

procedure, 7/8, which is applicable to pipe support installation, allows

bevel angles of both 45o and 37-1/2 and therefore, one might assume

there are welds with bevel angles of 37-1/2 .

146. To qualify the 37-1/2o bevels, Pullnan perforned tests to deternfne

the amount of effective throat that would be obtained using their

welding procedures fn a tee joint, welding 3/4" plate ufth a 5/8" deep

partial penetration weld bevel at 37-1/2o using the shielded netal arc

process. This joint configuration fs a limiting configuration because

ft does not provide the accessibility of a butt joint. In this case,

the design engineer would have assumed a 1/8" reduction in the 5/8" weld

size which would give an effective throat of 1/2". The actual measured

throat on the test weld exceeded that required by the designer (1/2").

147. In addition to the tests performed by Pullman, existing partial

penetration welds were examined from previously installed naterfal which

had been renoved from the plant. One had a bevel angle of 37-1/2

(plus or minus construction tolerances) on a 3/4" base plate to support

77/1 93i . Its effective throa Was measured in two places (5/0" and

43/6~. @gp these neasurements met or exceeded the value required by

design (5/8" whfch fs 1/8" less than the depth of bevel preparation).
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.'.n sugary, the designer specified partial penetration welds that were

compatible with single bevel weld preparation angles used by

construction. The designer derated these partial penetration welds by

1/8" to account for the lack of fusion at the root. Further, section'ing

and neasurenent of actual test coupons of typical joints denonstrate

that the procedures used by Pullman on partial penetration welds with

bevel angles of 37-1/2o produced effective throat dinensions that were

conpatible with the designers'equirements.
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HRC Allegation 81501

Allegation Description:

The stanchion repair created carbon contamination within
the RCS due to carbon arcing. PGEE lifted a prohibition of
carbon arcing to make the repairs.

l)vote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraph 13:

Even in Unit 2, our corrective action may have damaged the
plant by creating carbon contamination, through carbon
arcing (gouging). Carbon Arcing is a "quick and dirty" way
to remove stainless steel by melting it and blowing it away
from the work with compressed air. Damage can occur to
sensitive equipment and piping through carbon contamination
and splattering of molten steel. Previously there had been
a memo that we could not air arc inside the reactor
pressure boundary. For these repairs, however, management
made an exception that occured through an informal
memorandum. To my knowledge the rohibition was lifted
without formal OA or enqineerinq review. n act t e
~nstruct~ons were not even consistent.

This allegation relates to the removal of four stainless steel stanchions from

stainless steel pipe in Unit 2. Contrary to the allegation, three of the

stanchions were removed with authorization of Project Engineering in July of

1983 (see Attachments A, 8, C, and D) prior to conducting cold hydro testing.

The subject of the adequacy of the related Paramount shop welds has been

extensively reviewed by Region V and accepted by Report Wos. 50-275/84-42 and

50-323/84-31 dated February 5, 1985. The fourth stanchion was removed prior

to receiving required authorization, and DR 8387 was initiated on

April 20, 1984 by Pullman OC inspectors (Attachment E). 1~one of the four

stanchions, however, are part of the reactor coolant system as is alleged.

0340A
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The allegation speculates that the use of carbon arcinq "may have damaged the

plant," but does not allege that damage did occur. Air carbon arc cutting

(carbon arc gouging) has been a common industrial practice used in nuclear

plant construction for years which, if properly done, does not result in

damage. The alleger does not alleqe that it was improperly done, only that it
was done.

For the three stanchions removed prior to cold hydro, the work was documented

on process sheets. which had been issued by Pullman Engineering with the

approval of (}A and the authorized third party inspector (AhlI). These process

sheets provided proper control of the work, and the PC inspection and

acceptance of the work were done in accordance with Pullman procedure ESD 215.

For the one stanchion that was removed in 1984
~

~ ~Engineering approval, the DP, v'~as dispositioned

occurred to the process pipe. Continuation of

prior to receiving Project

to verify that no damaqe

the removal was authorized in

accordance with the process sheet and approved procedures.

Technical concern regarding contamination is unfounded. Host of the cut metal

which could have increased carbon content is blown out of the kerf during the

process by high pressure air. tlore importantly, the residual stanchion and

the remainder of the original attachment weld which may have had traces of

extra carbon were removed by orinding.

0340A
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Molten splatter on the exterior of piping is a cosmetic concern, not a

technical one. Craftmanship and good housekeeping practice dictate that
4

splatter and dross from cutting be contained and that adjacent material be

covered or shielded within practical limits to minimize cleanup activities.

For example, photographs which have been reviewed by Region V of one of the

stanchions, 5-5RR, show clean, bright smooth metal adjacent to the area of

removal. Functional testing and preoperational testing of equipment will

satisfy concerns regarding possible contamination or damage from arc gouging

splatter.

While it is the case that in 1981, PGandE directed, by memoranda, that carbon

arcing shall not be used to remove existing stainless steel stanchions

(Attachment F), PGandE authorized its use for the removal of specific

stanchions in 1983 {Attachments A, 8, C, and D), It should be noted that

carbon arc cutting was to be used only to within 1/4-inch of the process pipe

on those stanchions. The disposition of DR 8387 was accepted by the Project

in April 1984.

0340A -3-
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NRC Alleqation 81507

Allegation Description:

There may be extraneous material in the concrete at the
Intake Structure.

(}uote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraph 19:

Before my assignment at Intake, a guick Fix engineer named
Charles Stokes discovered that there were blocks of wood in
the concrete. I can add that I found a can of Coke., I had
construction crews remove it and repair the chipped out
area. I am not confident that all extraneous material was
removed. This repaired area was not used for hanger
attachments. I had heard stories of three concrete
vibrators abandoned within the walls at the containment
structure during the concrete placement. Due to the poor
condition of the concrete Intake Structure, the Coke can
didn't surprise me.

The. presence of chips of wood in the Intake Structure has been discussed

previously in PGandE's response to Intervenor's Motion to Peopen on

Construction Ouality Assurance, Etzler Aff. at l. A copy of the previous

allegation and response is attached (Attachment A). As for the can of Coke,

no documentation can be found which confirms that the problem ever existed as

alleged or that repairs were required. Only personnel associated with Civil

Engineering work, including Civil Inspectors, can issue work requests to

repair concrete. Mr. Thompson did not work in that group. Further,

Mr. Thompson was employed by Pullman Power Products, not H. P. Foley Co., and

therefore it is not possible that he personally could have directed Foley

crews to remove or repair anything as he alleges.. The concrete in the intake

structure which was repaired after the removal of wood chips was tested in

December 1983 and found acceptable. These tests were witnessed by NRC

personnel.
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Three concrete vibrators were embedded in the pour for containment. In 1970

G. F. Atkinson (GFACo. ) was placinq concrete in and around the "soldier beams"

on the outer containment wall starting at Elevation 91. The soldier beams are

12" wide flange members (WF) stacked vertically around the containment. The

12WF were assembled in "gangs" and placed between the inner and outer curtain

of reinforcing steel (rebar). GFACo. used both 4" OD and 2" OD air hoses

attached to the vibrator heads. During the placement of concre'te, these

vihrators got tangled in the rebar and could not be freed. Three vibrators

were left in the concrete. GFACo. issued Deviation Reports No. 42 A 43 for

PGandE disposition. It was determined that the embedment of the vibrators in

the concrete does not affect the performance, reliability, or safety of the

structure. (Attachments P and C).
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMI)SION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
CNQ'ANY

(D5abl o Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units l and 2)

Docket Nos. 50-275
SD-323

(Construct5on Qual5ty Assurance)

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD D. ETZLER

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF
SAN LUIS OBISPO

ss0

I, 15chard D. Etzler, be5ng duly sworn, depose and say:

I am currently employed by Pac5f5c 6as and Electr5c Company as Field

Construct5on Manager at D5ablo Canyon 5n the 6eneral Construct5on Department.
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NRC A1 1egation 1507
Attachment A
2013It 5s alleged that:

TWo y5eces of wood were d(scovered 5n the 5ntake
structure concrete wall. One p5ece of wood was neoved
and the hole grouted. There are nuaerous defkc5ent
concrete yours at the 5ntake structure. (Stokes ll/17/N
Aff. at 14.)

. On July RS, 1983, two small p5eces of rood were found embedded 5n the

concrete at the Intake Structure when Pullman was dr5115ng holes for

concrete anchor bolts for a y5pe hanger on the center eall between the

Aux515ary Saltwater Pumps. The following steps were taken when the wood

ras discovered:

A PGandE'C5v51 Engineering representative had the H. P. Foley Company

ch5p out the rood and bro small pieces of rood were removed from the

~rea An .area of 6 to 10 fnchea $ n 6<center eaa chfpped out to a depth

of less than 3 5nches. Re5nforc5ng steel ras not exposed and the

concrete ras found to be sound. Therefore, 5t was determined that

repair of the area ras of a cosmetic nature. The concrete surface
Y

repa5rs were performed by H. P. Foley.

On December 1, 1983, a saaple test program using a Schmidt Concrete Test

Haaaer ras performed. The purpose of 'the test ras to compare and verify

the concrete strengths 5n areas around the above noted hanger and.

adjacent rails. Results showed all concrete tested exceeded des)gn

strengths. On December 5, 1983, a compar5son of the actual concrete

strengths ras performed us5ng a Schmidt Concrete Test Haaeer and a

For tney Test Kach5ne. A coepar5son of the test results 5nd5cated that

the Sche5dt Test. Haaeer results were runn5ng approx5aately 11% low.

Therefore, the strength of the concrete tested at the Intake Struc

on Deceaber 1, 1983, ras greater than 5ndfcated by the SchNdt Test.
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, The Statement that 'there are numerous deffcfent concrete pours at the

intake Structur e" totally fs false. The qualfty of'the concrete ftself
was assured by thorough testfng performed at the PGandE concr et'j testfng

laboratory. Iatchfng records and concrete test reports levy been

aafntafned. Concrete afx proportfons were approved by 1QandE's

department of Engfneerfng Research, and PGandE approval was requfred for

all lfftdrawfngs and for all lffts prfor to concrete placement. PGandE

General Constructfon cfvf1 fnspectors observed all concrete placements

provfdfng oversf ght and assurfng qualfty work.

DATED: Harch 17, 1984

>c ar . tzer

Subscrfbed and sworn to
before ee thfs 17th day
of l4arch, 1984

en y prau
Xotary Publfc n and for the
County of San Lufs Obfspo,
State of Calffornfa.
+ ceanfssfon expfres
June 30, 1986

OFF 1ClAL
SR'ENDYSPROUl

NO~~ KHNK ~eOOIOA
SN LVIS NfPO COWTY

ov ~~ Qs Ia. sM
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DEVIATIONREPORT

DIABLOCANYONSITE

GUY F. ATKINSON COMPANY

NRC Allegation 1507
Attachment Blof1

GFACo
No. 42

1 "2-70

ESCA IPT ION OF DE VIAT!ON

On November 2, 1970, during. the second phase pour of Lift C"29 (195 - 0 - 8 )
g vibrator vas caught on the ahe-bolts, vas broken off and vas left in the pour.

1. IdantiTication One" vibrator (2" diameter), Malan, + 4 Ft. of 2" airhose

2. Location Lift C29, 2nd ph'ase, Beam Assembly 015, Approximately 15'rom top of
bi am

3. Material Source Diablo Canyon

I.CurrentStatus Vibrator embedded in place

CTION AND/OR RESOLUTIOM:,

None required. Vibrator embedded in the pour vill not affect the performance,
reliability, or safety oi the structure.

GFACo QA

PGSE QA a Y Data
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DEVIATIONREPORT

DIABLOCANYON SITE

OUY F. ATKINSON COMPANY
GFACo

No.

NRC Allegation 1507
Attachment Clof1

12-9-70
'a

IPTION OF DEVIATION

On December 4, 1970, during the first phase pour of Lift C-29 (156 - 195 ) two
vibrators vere caught on the she-bolts. hpproximately tMo hours vere spent attempting
to remove the vibrators from the forms. Efforts to pull the vibrators free vere
tsnsuccessful, snapping the air hose in each case. G. Bischel and J. Pope, PG6E
inspectors, vere vitness to the above sequence of events.

1. Identification

2. Location

3. Material Source

I f 4. Current Status

Two vibrators (2" diameter), i/alan, + 5 ft. of 2" air hose
'I

Lift C-29,1st Phase, at 178 and 194, hpproximately two feet from
bottom of beams
Diablo Canyon

Vi,brators embedded in piece.

I N AND/OR RESOLUTION:
Hone required. The vibrators embedded in the pour vill not affect the performance,
reliability, or safety of the structure. The vibrator fittings (oil pots) vere
relocated to minimize the possibility of a vibrator getting stuck again.

FACo QA

t65E OA
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HRC Allegations 0'1508 and 1557

Allegation 81508 Descri ption:

There is a void between the liner plate and the concrete
face'that is 20 feet long and 10 feet tall with an unknown
depth in Unit 2 Containment. This was report to Hgmt. but
not checked.

Allegation 81557 Description:

A Field Engineer discovered through soundings a void
between the concrete liner and concrete face.

quote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraph 20:

The concrete issue led to my first contact with the NRC. I
was interviewed by NRC Inspector Terry Ross, who was
checking allegations about the wood block in the concrete.
Ross was very conscientious, so I confided to him about a
void between the liner plate and the concrete in Unit 2 and
possibly Unit 1 Containment.

Inside the concrete is a huge concrete-encased rebar cage
with a thin skinned steel containment liner. There is
always a gap between the concrete face and the liner. I
personally had confirmed through soundings a void that was
twenty feet long and ten feet tall with an unknown depth.
The void was at the point where an anchor baseplate is
attached on the containment spray system. Ross took a
statement and spoke with me several times. He said it
would take a few months, but the NRC would get back to me.
By the time I left I had not received a reply

As a result of this allegation, PGandE has conducted an investigation of the

containment liner and the containment wall concrete to determine whether there

were containment voids. The investigation included reviews of the design of

the wall section, the design of the liner plate for the attachment load, the

conditions present at the time of construction, and observations made after

the structural integrity test. A limited area of minimal non-contact was

found and mapped by sounding (Attachment A). The sounding established that

within the area of minimum contact, a support was located at 20-inch intervals
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Some area of non-contact can be expected because of the construction process

itself. Normal construction techniques use the liner plate as a construction

form. A small gap frequently occurs due to concrete shrinkage and concrete

thermal expansion during the curing process, with subsequent contraction after

s tren gth has devel oped.

The. conditions present at the time of the concrete pour have been reviewed to

determine if parameters causing any condition other than normal

shrinkage/thermal contraction gaps were present. None were found. The

reinforcing steel consists of two diagonal layers of number 18 rebar at a

minimum 8-1/2-inch center-to-center spacing. The cl ear distance from the

centerline of the first layer of rebar to the liner face is 4 inches. Liner

plate anchors 8-1/2-inches long with a 4-inch hook length extend from the

liner plate through both layers of diagonal rebar. Construction inspection

records show that the concrete mix used for the pours at this location was mix

P24FBP which specifies 3/4-inch minus aggregate at a 5-inch slump placed at a

maximum pour rate of 1-1/2 feet per hour. Per the inspector's note on the

placement report, the contractor had the option to use grout if necessary to

get good placement. The inspector's report stated that grout was not required

and the "pour went well." In addition, a construction joint passes through

the non-contact area. This would give an inspector ample time and access to

observe any irregularities at the steel concrete interface. With all of these

conditions present, it would be extremely difficult to achieve a void at the

face of the liner plate to the extent implied in the allegation.
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The postconstruction inspections generally consist of visual examinations

immediately following construction and observations before and after the

structural integrity test. A visual confirmatory examination was done for

local deformation at the location of individual anchors in the non-contact

area following the investigation and mapping of the non-contact area. This

examination was performed to determine if the non-contact area gap was large

enough to provide liner plate support only at anchors as the structural

integrity pressure was applied. No local deformation or "dimpling" was

observed.

Analytically, the function of the liner plate is to provide a leaktight

membrane that assures essentially no leakage of radioactive materials during

an abnormal event inside the containment. As the internal pressure increases

~

~during a postulated event, the non-contact between the liner closes and the

liner behaves as the leaktight membrane. The design strength. of the wall

section is developed by the rebar in the containment wall. FSAP,

Figures 3.8-23 through 3.8-2S show that for the accident pressure load

combinations at the elevation of the non-contact area, the net force on the

wall section is tension. The wall design is based on a cracked concrete

assumption, therefore, any possible irregularities small enough to be missed

by the (}C inspector would not'be detrimental to the wall strength. The

analysis of the liner plate for the hanger loads assumes the liner is

supported only at the anchors in the concrete. The local bending stresses in

the liner due to hanger loads are combined with the accident pressure membrane

stresses and, even with such, maximum ASHE allowable strains are not exceeded.
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NRC Allegations 81509 and 1510

Allegation 81509 Description:

The reinforcement bar inside the concrete wall is rusting
in the Intake Structure.

Allegation 81510 Description:

PGandE's repair to the rusted rebar weakens the steel
skeleton of the concrete.

Ouote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraphs 22 and 23:

Within the Intake Structure I saw another potentially
serious problem with the concrete. At first I noticed rust
stains bleeding through the concrete walls. This means the
reinforcement bar inside is rusting. When I observed the
exposed rebar, it was clear how bad the rust was: The
solid part of the rebar had shrunk to less than half of the
original size. Because of the intake environmental
conditions, this problem may exist on a widespread basis
throughout the structure.

thnagement's response was to chip off the rust until clean
steel was exposed and then just fill in the area with patch
grout. The effect was to greatly weaken the steel skeleton
of the concrete, which is necessary to transfer the tension
element of the loads through the concrete without it
failing (cracking).

Mr. Thompson states in his affidavit that he "worked at Diablo Canyon from

March 1983 until July 16, 1984" and implies that he personally discovered a

problem with rebar rusting in the Intake Structure.

The only occurrence of rusting rebar at the intake structure had been

documented by PGandE on Nuclear Plant Problem Report (NPPR) DCO-82-RC-P0001 on

November 29, 1982, several months before Mr. Thompson commenced employment.

Work Request C-6366 to effect repairs was issued on February 11, 1983 to the

H. P. Foley Company (Attachment A), again prior to Mr. Thompson's employment.
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All of the exposed rebar was within acceptable engineering and design limits.

No rebar was required to be replaced. Repair was effected under equality

Control procedures. The NPPR was closed October 27, 1983.
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NPC Allegation 81511

Allegation Description:

There is a crack through the concrete floor slab along the
center line of the circulating water pumps in the Intake
Structure. PGandE knew hut did not take corrective action.

Quote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraphs 24 and 25:

On balance, my evaluation is that the Intake Structure is
coming apart. One symptom is a crack through the concrete
floor slab along the center line of the Circulating Water
Pumps (CWP's), which operate at a combined
52,000 horsepower, the induced loads carried by this
concrete. I conducted an informal test to see whether the
crack was continuous by pouring water into the crack on the
top of the floor slab. The water penetrated through
approximately three feet of concerete; strongly implying
the crack existed all the way through the slab.

Informally I discussed the issue with other engineers. The
flaw was so ohvious it was well known. To my knowledge,
however, there was no corrective action taken. Yuch of the
problem was due to the difficulty of communicating
deficiencies from PTGC mechanical Branch to PTGC Civil
Branch for evaluation and/or repair.

Contrary to this allegation, there is not a crack through the concrete floor

slab along the center line of the circulatinq water pumps. However, there was

a ceiling crack in the Auxiliary Saltwater Vault 2-2 in the Unit 2 portion of

the Intake which would allow water to seep into the vault.

This hairline crack had resulted from water hammer tests which were conducted

late in 1982 on the discharge water line that passes through a wall in the

pump house. The minor, localized cracks that occurred as a result of the

water hammer were repaired with pressured epoxy groutina, and the problem that

caused the water hammer was resolved hy changing timing on related valves.

All repair was completed on July 15, 1983.
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The presence of such minor cracks does not affect the structural integrity of

the concrete of the Intake Structure. Pepair was effected to protect the

rebar from corrosion and to prevent the concrete from spalling. The use of

pressured epoxy grouting is an accepted industry process to provide an

impermeable barrier to water migration.

The allegation that the PTGC disciplines have difficulty in communicating is

simply false. The mechanical, Civil, Electrical and Pipe Support Leads all

report to the same person and all attend regular staff meetings. The people

within each organization are aware of whom to contact within the disciplines

based on day-to-day interface as well as published organization charts.
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HRC Allegation f1512~

~Allegation Description:

A desion flaw in the Intake Structure threatens the
isolation and independence of Unit 1 from Unit 2 -- common

air supply line for A.S.W. sump level indicators.

(}uote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraph 26:

A design flaw that I learned about in the Intake Structure
threatens the isolation and independence of Unit 1 from
Unit 2. One valve controls a common air supply for the
instrument air and bubblers on the Auxiliary Saltwater Pump

Sump Water Level Indicators. A problem with „this valve or
its line would compromise accurate level readings on all
four pumps. The level indi cators let you know that there
is enough water to safely operate the pumps. These pumps
supply cooling water for all of the Component and Service
Cooling Water systems. Due to the design configuration of
the Intake Structure, there is little or no isolation
between Unit 1 and 2 systems in the Intake Structure.

The alleger has confused the air supply for the auxiliary salt water pump room

sump level indicators with the instrument air to the bubbler system. The

bubbler system is used for seawater level indication only and, upon low

seawater level or loss of air supply, the system will alarm.

There is no design flaw in the auxiliary saltwater system (ASW) or its

instrumentation. It is alleged that the failure of one valve in the common

air supply line to the level indicators in the ASW pump bays can cause the

loss of the ASW pumps and consequent loss of cooling water to the component

cooling water (CCW) system and the service cooling water system. This is

totally erroneous. The level indicating system, including its air supply, is
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intentionally designed, in accordance with HRC criteria, as a

nonsafety-related, nonsingle-failure-proof system because its failure would

not cause the loss of any safety function. It should also be noted that the

air supply to the instruments is fail safe in the sense that if air is lost

for any reason, e.g., rupture of the air line, failure of the air compressors,

or closure of a valve in the air line, air will drain from the lines causing a

false indication of low level and a level alarm will sound in the control

room. The operator will respond to the alarm in accordance with PGandE

Procedure PK 01-03. Therefore, a failure in or total lack of this air supply

system would not threaten isolation or operational independence of the two

units.

Although the CCW system is served by the ASW pumps, the service cooling water

~

~

~

~

~

~

~
" system is not. Each unit has two ASW pumps, each of which is sized to supply

the required cooling water capacity. During normal operation, one pump in

each operating unit is always in service. Flow indicators in the ASW system

and temperature indication in the CCW system provide assurance that the

required flow is being delivered. The level i'ndicators are used by the

control room operator to check the sea water level in the pump bay in

operation. The indicators have no automatic functions other than to alarm in

the control room.

It is also alleged that there is little or no separation between Units 1 and P
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systems in the intake structure. This statement is false for the

safety-related equipment in the intake structure. The only safety-related

equipment in the intake structure is the ASM pumps. Each of the four pumps is

located in a separate concrete cubicle with separate ventilation. Each

cubicle is seismically desianed. Thus, there is no physical connection

between safety-related equipment in the units nor between redundant pumps in

each unit.
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NRC Allegation 0'1520

Allegation Descri ption:

Drawings are incorrect and do not reflect the true as-built
condition at the plant, regarding shop welded 'pipe support
stanchi ons.

quote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraph 37:

I eventually was told that no corrective action was
necessary, because PGEE was not using the area of the full
penetration welds in its calculations. Even if correct,
that would not excuse the failure to write a (}A report.
The bottom line is that this informal approach left the
drawings incorrect; they do not reflect the true As-Built
Condition at the plant.

The Allegation Description refers to "shop welded pipe support stanchions"

whereas the only reference in the Thompson affidavit to the "As-Built

Condition at the plant" as quoted above is in reference to "Paramount shear

lugs," and not Paramount shop welded pipe support stanchions. (See

paragraphs 35 and 36 of the Thompson affidavit quoted following
H

Allegation k'1482, which deal with "Paramount shear lugs.")

In answering this allegation, it is assumed that the reference to shop welded

pipe support stanchions is correct. Contrary to the allegation, the drawings

do accurately reflect the type of weld for the Paramount shop welded pipe

support stanchions. Destructive examination was made of the Paramount shop

welds in both 1979 and 1983, and in all cases the welds installed were the

type of weld called for on the drawings.
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The subject matter of the correctness'nd adequacy of „.the Paramount shop welds

has been extensively reviewed by NRC Region Y and accepted by Report

Nos. 50-275/84-42 and 50-323/84-31, dated February 5, 1985.
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NRC Allegation 81525

Allegation Description:

An anchor within the reactor coolant system has been
damaged due to excessive welding. Anchor on Line 13,
welded on 4 times instead of 3 times, the maximum allowed.

()uote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraphs 44 and 45:

Recall of an earlier problem is added at this point due to
my concern that an anchor within the Reactor Coolant System
has been damaged due to excessive welding. I did not
include it earlier, because I have not confirmed the
relevant code requirement. But management's reaction was
sufficiently suspicious that the issue should be
evaluated. This anchor is on line 13, which is within the
Reactor Pressure Boundary. In June 1983, shortly after I
started as Cold Hydro Team leader, I discovered that the
hanger had heen subjected to welding at the same spot on
four separate occasions. To my knowledge, under code, a

weld can only be performed three times at one location, due
to embrittlement, etc. Documents that I submitted as
evidence of the problem are enclosed as Exhibit 17.

Management refused to face up to the issue. The excuse was
that one of the four welds "did not count" because it was a
"base metal repair." In my opinion that is unrealistic, as
a base metal repair introduces as much stress as other
wel ding. This is one reason why weld repairs are subject
to gC coverage. I believe that the explanation was a
pretext to avoid a serious problem within the Peactor
Pressure Boundary.

Contrary to the allegation, neither the relevant construction codes (ANSI

B31.7, ANSI B31.1, and ASIDE Section I), nor PGandF Specification 8711, limit

the number of weld repairs to a process pipe.

The pipe in question is System 7 line gl3 which is a stainless steel line.

The original design for Hanger 92-71R specified a 4-inch diameter stanchion

which was welded to the process pipe with Field iield (FH) X305 on May 25, 1976.
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A Pullman Discrepancy Report (DR 3465) identified that an unqualfied welder

was assigned to the installation of FW X305. The approved disposition, to

repair the stanchion weld, could not be accomplished due to a lack of

accessibility. As a result, a second DP, (DR 3527) was written on December 28,

1977 to identify the inability to repair the weld as originally specified.

The second DR was dispositioned on December 29, 1977 to repair the root pass

of FW X305 from the interior of the stanchion. This repair was accomplished

and accepted in January 1978. While this was the second occasion on which

welding occurred, this effort simply completed the original weld and should

not be considered a "second" weld at the same location. At this point, the

stress condition of the pipe remained as originally designed.

The hanger was redesigned in 1983 (DC-EP-8644, Rev. 0) to remove the existing

4-inch diameter stanchion (FW X305), which was accomplished'n

April 19, 1983. Pemoval of the stanchion essentially relieved the initial

welding stress condition. U.T. examination of the removal area identified a

violation of minimum wall thickness on the process pipe which was identified

to PGandE on DP. 4963. The disposition of the DR required a hase metal repair

which was performed using FW A4963 and accepted on June 4, 1983. Such weld

repairs to pipe material are permitted by the codes.

The new hanger design required the installation of 1-inch thick plates around

the process pipe, in a plane perpendicular to the pipe, essentially as a

collar. These plates were installed and accepted using FW X234 on
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June 23, 1983. The new weld around the pipe intersected the location of the

original pipe stanchion weld at only two locations.

Thus, there were only two locations at which welds were made twice. The exact

location of the base metal repair may have overlapped one of these

intersection points, that is, one of these weld intersection locations miqht

have been welded upon a third time due to the repair. However, it must also

be remembered that the residual stresses associated with the original

stanchion were essentially completely removed when the stanchion was cut off.

The allegation of four welds in one location is, therefore, completely

misleading.

The development of the rules for piping analysis by the ASHE and ANSI B31.1

Codes considered the presence of residual stresses. These rules rely on data

obtained from tests of actual fabricated piping components; hence, residualI'J
stresses were factored into the tests. Pesidual stresses are local and

secondary, and therefore, of a self-limiting nature.

The welding to the process pipe was accomplished in accordance with the

ANSI B31.7 Code, PGandE Specification 8711, and PGandE design. The required

visual and nondestructive examinations were performed, accepted, and

documented in the applicable document package. There is no evidence of damage

to the process pipe due to excessive welding.
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HRC Allegation 81530

Allegation Description:

There were too many temporary hangers in place for
small-bore piping around the RCP's within Containment.

quote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraph 52:

My last day on the job I was checking hangers for
small-bore piping around the Reactor Coolant Pumps within
Containment. I saw that there were too many temporary
hangers in place, which could create damage by keeping the
piping too rigid to permit movement of the line as
calculated in the design. I am not confident that the
problem was fixed by their removal, because Pullman
engineer Bob Oldenkamp told me that PG&E's PTGC was not
concerned with temporary supports on small-bore piping.
They already had fixed what they were going to and it was
on the large-bore lines. He told me I would be wasting my
time. He had already tried. I could not follow through
with a report to challenge this violation of the small-bore
design, because I was terminated.

Any temporary restraints to which Mr. Thompson refers were put in place during

the construction phase and were apparently seen by him during that phase.

During the Unit 2 hot functional test in December 1984, which was conducted

some 6 months after h.r. Thompson was terminated, piping, which is expected to

experience significant thermal movement, had all of the required permanent

thermal restraints installed and had its movement checked during heatup via an

extensive program of piping walkdowns. The purpose of the walkdowns was to

assure that the pipe was moving as predicted and was free of interferences.

All of the piping attached to the reactor coolant pumps was observed as a part

of this walkdown program. Temporary hangers which may have been put in place

during construction were removed prior to the test. The walkdowns did not

identify any location where Mr. Thompson's concern was valid.
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Upon questioninq Mr. Oldenkamp, it appears that Mr. Thompson is referring to

the fire water lines around the reactor coolant pumps. The fire water lines

do not have temporary hangers in place. The hangers Mr. Thompson has

identified as temporary are the original hangers supporting the fire water

lines. During the System Interaction Program, additional seismic supports

were added to, eliminate the possibility of the fire water lines falling and

harming a safety-related piece of equipment. In any event, Mr. Oldenkamp does

not, as is implied by the allegation, share Mr. Thompson's concern.

The allegation is also incorrect in stating that the excess amount of pipe

support on this system can cause damage by keeping the pipe too rigid to

permit movement, because fire protection piping is a cold system that has no

thermal growth, and no allowance for movement is required. Therefore, the

alleged excessive number of supports would not degrade the system.
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NRC Allegation 81531

Allegation Oescription:

Mithin Unit 2 Containment, an individual observed
unacceptable impurities in the Argon that came from the
Argon header.

Ouote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraph 53:

Within Unit 2 Containment, I observed unacceptable
impurities in the argon that came from the argon header.
Argon is the gas that shields the TIG welding process from
oxidation. Oxygen can create tiny bubbles in the weld
("sugaring") which leaves it more susceptible to crackinq.
Unfortunately, the argon needs to be 99.9% pure, according
tn the relevant weldinq procedures. The Unit 2 header is
so dirty that the argon gas may have contaminated the
welds, instead of shielding them. The header was corroded
and had condensation from trapped water. In theory, to
avoid this problem argon bottles could he substituted for
the header during welding. That is what we generally did.
But there wasn't any warning to the craft not to use the
header, and I saw a case where a worker attempted to use it
who didn't know any better. I recommended he use an Argon
bottle, which he did. The scope and effect from the
resulting contamination is unknown. But the contamination
is probably significant. Unit 1 used the same model
header, although I did not personally observe'hem in use.
Further, if the argon header has to be used during an
emergency, it may not perform as expected.

The purity of argon is critical to general gas tungsten arc welding (GTAH)

processes. Argon is normally supplied at a purity value of 99.995% at a dew

point of -40 F. Argon purity of 99.9% and a corresponding reduction in dew

point value could possibly result in porosity. In any event, the porosity

would be evident to the welder or noted by subsequent NPE. Porosity levels

are specified in job acceptance standards and are closely adhered to, and no

indication exists that excessive porosity occurred at any location in the

plant.
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"Sugaring" is a surface oxide condition associated wit( stainless steel

welding. It is the result of oxygen combining with chromium and nickel to

form chromium and nickel oxides.. This condition, if present, is not

detrimental to the weld quality.

The argon pi ping system header is merely a construction convenience and has no

safety function during construction and/or operations. In any shielding gas

system, the volume of the pipe or hose between the last valve and the end is

subject to being backfilled by air, and thus becomes partially

"contaminated." Normal procedures dictate that some time needs to be allowed

to blow out the lines. The allegation may be based on an instance where

sufficient blowout time was not allowed. There is no evidence of a generic

problem with the construction convenience argon piping.

The effects of oxyqen are readily apparent when welding. With extreme

contamination, the welding arc is obviously different. The tungsten does not

perform properly and changes appearance rapidly with a little oxygen

contamination. Also, the appearance of the weld metal changes from a bright

silvery metallic appearance to dull grey as the oxygen increases in the

shielding or purging gases. The principle reason for high purity argon is to

protect the tungsten. It should be noted that for gas metal arc welding

(GMAW), in contrast to GTAW, intentional additions of 1-5% oxygen are made and

found to be beneficial.

Mr. Thompson states that oxygen in the shielding gas creates tiny bubbles in
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the weld and makes it more susceptible to cracking. This is not correct.
~

~

~

During GTAW, the reaction between the molten metal and oxygen, or air in the

worst case of oxygen contamination, is only superficial. Welding filler
metals have intentional amounts of ma'nganese and silicon to deoxidize weld

metal. An oxide forms on the surface.

Mr. Thompson does not say that any welds were contaminated, hut rather that

they could be. The most important thing to remember is that all welds have

been examined and inspected as required by the codes and specifications, and

the welds have been accepted. Gas bubbles, porosity, and sugaring have not

been problems.
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NRC Allegation 01532

Allegation Descri ption:

The nuts that are installed for U-bolts that support piping
to the carbon dioxide tanks at intake, are installed such
that they could possibly damage delicate small-bore lines.

(}uote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraph 54:

I noticed another design problem in the fire protection
system at Intake with respect to the way nuts are installed
for U-bolts that support piping connected to the carbon
dioxide tanks. The nuts are installed in a manner that
allows contact and possibly damage to delicate small-bore
lines being held in place. In many cases, the nuts make
contact directly with the pipe, although the design
requires a gap. There is a high potential for interference
since these lines have significant thermal movement.

A PGandE walkdown performed on February 12, 1985, verified that all of the

U-bolts on the piping for the carbon dioxide system are properly installed in

accordance with the pipe hanger installation standard, PGandE drawing 049243.

This standard (in Sect. 6.5) permits 0 inches clearance on one side of the

U-bolt. (Note that the gap limits specified are between the bolt itself and

the pipe, not between the pipe and the nuts.) In all cases, the U-bolts are

double nutted, that is, one nut is installed on each side of the support

member. The U-bolt nuts installed on the member side upon which the pi pe

rests may be in contact with the pipe (see attached sketch). This is

acceptable and will not result in damage to the pipe.

The existence of cases where the pipe is touching the nuts is acceptable

because the fire protection pipe (1/2" to 2" nominal pipe size) is carbon

steel with an extra strong thick wall. These are not delicate small bore

lines as alleged, and any point loading caused by the nut or relative movement
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~ ~of the pipe during plant operations is small and will not adversely affect the

pipe. Since the carbon dioxide system operates at ambient conditions, except

at the spray nozzles, it does not experience any significant thermal movement,

as has been alleged.
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IIi 'WQP';
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STANDARD SUPPDRTS F0R DESIGN
CLASS I PIPING 2" ~ND ~«E"

,C SCOPE

l.l. This Ss to be used to provide allowable loads for standardized pipe
supports on Design Class I small bore piping.

.),2 The allowable ltads sho~n app1y only tc supports whic". meet the-
dimensions and tolerances shown in revision 14 (or later} of 0492<3.

V

2.0 LIM)TA I".,HS IX USE Of'HIS GUIDE

2,1 Designs exceeding the criteria in this guide may be evaluated by
procedures prescribed by the Hechanica1 and Nuclear Enc oeering
De pal tment.

2.2 Except for Type 12 support, this guide will not be used for the
desi".~ of new supports. It will only be used to evaluate as-built
supp ts designed before the issue date of Revision 15 to this guide
tha: meet the requirements as described in Section 1.0.

2.3 The allowable loads for ITT Grine11 U-Bo1ts (Fig. 137) as shown on
sheet 26, will not be used for new support designs or major
madifiCatiOnS per7Ormed after the iSSue date Of ReViSiOn 15 tO thiS
gui de,

3.0 N( ERMA'

3.1 A11 mater ials and workmanship shall conform with PGandE specification
8711, applicable codes and as noted ~ithin this guide.

4.0 NATURE oF sUppoRTs

4.1. All pipe supports covered by this guide are considered as seismic
restraints.
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NRC A1'1egation 1532 Attachment A 3 of 5

4.2 Deffnftfon of Sefsmfc Supports. There are three basic types. They
are at follows:

4,2.1 Silateral Restrafnts: A bf lateral rest< afnt restrafns the
suppor e p pe n e planes normal to fts longitvdfnal axfs.
It allows the pfpe to move axially and radial1y wfthfn the
clearance requirements specfffed fn Section 6,4.

4.2.2 Axial Restrafnt: Axial restraint restrains the pfpe axfallyit i\ tt tit I d dt tty ~ i
the clearance requirements specified in Section 6.4.

4,2.3 Unilateral Restrafnts: Unilateral restrafnts are speciffed fn
or er to res rain t e pfpe fn one dfrectfon only. The
direction of restrafnt fs desfgnated as follows:

H I 0, Meaning a horizontal restraint at specified
orfentatfon.

X ~ 0, Meaning restrafnt fn the North-South direction.

Y ~ 0, 'Heanfng vertical restraint.

2 ~ 0, Meanfng restraint fn the East-Nest dfrectfon.

DLS , Meanfng Dead Load Support, any devfce that car ries
the weight of the pipe.

5.0 PLACEMENT OF SUPPORTS

5. 1 On all computer analyzed lfnes, supports will be placed as required
fn the computer analysis.

5.2 On P,G.SE, Desfgn Class I lines whfch are not computer analyzed,
supports will be placed according to DCM-H40.

6.3 On P.G,SE. Design Class II lines whIch are not computer analyzed,
supports will be placed to meet the requirements of ANSI 831,1 wi th
MSS SP-58 and SP-69 as guides.

6.0 SUPPORT DESIGN

6.1 Pipes running parallel to each other should be supported on the same
structure, whenever possible. If the pipes have different seismic
design classfficatfons the supportfng structure shall be designed per
Oesfgn Class I requi elements.
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NRC Allegation 1532
Attachment A4of 5

6.2,=- Support configurations 5n Section 6.8.2 are shown et5th base plates,
but where there are existing steel 5nserts it 5s preferable tc veld
to them,

5.3 Clearance Re u<~nts: Gaps shall be provided on a11 restraints to
a Ow e p pe .O expand radially. SpaCerS (ShimS), taCk >aided tO
the SuppOrt member, foray be uSed aS required tO maintain t'equ<red
clearance, Clearance tolerance is as follows: @here 1/16" $ S

specified on the top and both sides, ft is not permitted to have less
than 1/32" o~ a'~~e than 1/8" on top. The total side clearance

(to'.a'f

both sides) shall not exceed 1/8", the minimu~ total clearance is
1/16", it is permissible to have 0" oh one side and 1/8" on the
OPDOSite Side, unleSS OtherwiSe nOted On the apprOVed han9er 5SO.

6,~ U-bolts shall be viinnell Figure 137 H or approved equa'. Clea~a~ o.

requirements are as spe'ified in Section 6.3. Site sha'.1 be as sn-. ~".

on Sheet 28,
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6.1 3'ipes running parallel to each other shall be supported on the sama bracket,
vhenever possible. If the pipes have different seismic design classifications
the bracket steel for Design Class I pipe shall govern.

6.4

Sracket steal for multiple piping runs shall be sexed as if all yipes vere
the same site as the largest pipe to be

supparted,'upport

configurations in Section 6.8.2 are shown vith base plates, but
vhere there are existing steel inserts it ia preferable to veld to them.

Share the support of small bore pipe cannot be conveniently provided by any
other means, the fiel& may support donall pipe from large bore support frames
following these criteriai

6.4.1 One Xh" to 2" diameter pipe< or two 1", or under, diameter pipes,
.@ay be supported fram a frame support of a 4" and larger diameter
pipei

6.4.2 Twa lh" to 2" diameter pipes, or four 1"> or under, diameter pipes,
aay be supported from a frame support'f e 10" diameter, or larger
pipe.

6.4.3 The large bore pipe support rjtains all of itc removable features.

6.4.4 'Xhe large bore pipe retains all of its freedoe of movement-

6.4.5 'The seismic deflection of the small bore pipe is not magnified by
itc relative position to the large bore hanger.

6.5 Clearance R iremants. Caps shall'e provQed on a)l restraints ta allow
the pipe to expand radially. Spacers (shims), tack welded to the support
member, may be used as required to maintain required clearance. 'Clearance
tolerance is as follower Where 1/16" is specified on the top and both sides,it ia permitted to have not less than 1/32" or more than 1/8" an top. The
total side clearance (both sides) shall not exceed l/8", the min+num total
clearance is 1/16". Xt is erm es le e side end 1 B" on
the opposite side, un ass otherwise noted on the approved hanger

iso.'.6

0-bol hall be Grinnell Figure 137 or a roved equal. Clearance
requirements ar ec x n act on .5. 8 ae shall be as follows:

0-Bolts (Grinnell Figure 137) Carbon Steel in All Cases.

Nominal Pi a Sise U-Bolt Bise

1/2" 3/4" 1
lgll 1)%

2'/4"
3/8 8

~)g 6 lih~P

PGSK CO.

SHE> 8 OF Z6 SHEfTS 04924~ )0
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NRC Allegation 81533

Al1 e gati on Des cri ption:

The unsecured status of the chlorine tanks could prevent
critical heat transfer.

quote from Thompson Affidavit, Paragraph 55:

In reviewing this statement I also realized another
scenario that could prevent critical heat transfer due to
the unsecured status of the chlorine tanks. The upper deck
with the hatches to the auxiliary saltwater pump room are
only about 20 feet west of the chlorine tanks. These
hatches, which are used for pump maintenance, are not
secured. If a tidal inundation occurs, a chlorine tank
could he dropped into a hatch, which could open due to the
air trapped inside. Since chlorine is 1.5 times heavier
than water, at least some of the chlorine from the one ton
tank will make it to the sump pump and be sent out of the
pump discharge lines. If these lines —which themselves
have Class 1-C.,status -- do not rupture first, all of the
trapped chlorine will make it to the heat exchanger and
cause a vapor-lock that is like having air in your car
radiator. It could incapacitate the'ntire Component
Cooling Water system. Bleeding the "air" from the heat
exchangers would release vapor chlorine inside the 85 foot
elevation of the Turbine Building. The consequences would
be disastrous. Rather than producing a calculation to
explain away this scenario, it would be better if PG8E

properly protected and secured the chlorine tank.

This allegation is presumably based upon the initial findings of a

Westinghouse Startup Engineer (on assionment with NPO)', Yr. Charles Adams.

The alleger, however, has chosen to disregard the corrective actions taken to

address t!r. Adam's findings.
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Mr. Adams was assigned the responsibility of brinoing the chlorine on site.

Prior to ordering the chlorine, he performed an inspection and wrote a punch

list of requirements for the safe storage of the chlorine. On June 5, 1984,

Mr. Adams wrote a Nuclear Plant Problem Report (NPPP,) requesting that

restraints he provided on the chlorine bottle racks.

On August 8, 1984, the Onsite Project Engineering Group (OPEG) issued DCN

DCO-SC-25663 to provide the design for the addition of restraints for the

chlorine tanks. The restraints were subsequently installed and are presently

in-place.

After receipt of this allegation, Mr. Adams was questioned about the reason

that he had requested that the restraints be installed. He indicated that the

structure housing the chlorine bottle racks had been constructed to withstand

a tsunami inundation and that the restraints were only added to ensure that

the tubing to the chlorine bottles would not be damaged, thereby causing a

loss of chlorine gas, not to prevent the occurrence of a scenario such as that

postulated by Mr. Thompson.

The scenario that Mr. Thompson has postulated is completely without merit.

The bottles meet U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) requirements for

transportation of hazardous materials and are not likely to be ruptured by any

postulated missiles or by being dropped.
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In the very unlikelv event that the bottles should vent or rupture, the

chlorine will vaporize above -29.3 F. If the chlorine were, however, to

somehow remain a liquid and flow to a closed ASW pump hatch cover, it would be

stopped by the dual watertight seals. (Ref: PGandE'wg. 438053 detail

3/053). If the hatch seals were to leak and the chlorine drain into the ASW

pump room, the chlorine would flow into the intake structure sump. The impact

of this occurrence would be mitigated as the intake structure sump has two

pumps to provide redundancy.

If the drain to the sump should be blocked, there is a liquid level alarm

which will provide the control room personnel with a warning signal.

The floors of the ASW pump rooms provide a watertight seal between the

~ ~

~

~

~

~

saltwater intake bays and the pump room. This would also prevent any standing

chlorine from draining into the ASW pump intake.

Should chlorine nevertheless drain into the intake bay, the chlorine would

boil away at a temperature much higher than the -29. 3 F boiling point of the

chlorine before it could be absorbed by the seawater.

For a 7-foot-long chlorine bottle to fall into one of the 5-by-5-foot

maintenance hatches, the hatch cover would have to be off for maintenance.
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The ASW pumps are not operated during maintenance. Therefore, if chlorine

were to leak throuqh the watertight floor, the shutdown pump would not send

chlorine to the component cooling water (CCW) heat exchangers.

During operations, the hatch covers are kept in-place to eliminate the

potential for personnel accidents and tsunami inundation.

During operations, there is no accident mechanism by which the pump room

pressure could rise enough to liftoff the over 2500-pound hatch covers. Any

excess air would vent through the concrete vent shaft and its extension.

The ASW pump room cannot be flooded by the surge of a tsunami as it meets

Design Criteria Yemorandum (DC') C-27 which provides adequate margin against

the maximum postulated water pressure. The DCH C-23 is specifically written

to provide protection for the ASW pumps. The design tsunami is described in

this DCN.

If, in spite of all the aforementioned physical and natural barriers to the

movement of chlorine, all of the 250 gallons of chlorine from one bottle were

to somehow end up in the intake of one operating ASW pump, the

chlorine-to-saltwater ratio in the saltwater being pumped to the CCW heat

exchangers would be extremely small, as the operating ASW pump output is

11,000 gpm.
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It should be noted that each ASW pump is isolated from the other in separate

rooms and hays.

In conclusion, the chlorine bottles have been restrained, albeit for different
N

reasons, and, even if they were not, t/r. Thompson's scenario is not possible.
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NRC Allegation 81534

Allegation Descri ption:

One of the causes for poor quality, sloppy work and
stop-gap solutions was the spectre of unreasonable
deadlines that "must be met" to avoid shutting the plant
down.

Ouote from Thompson Affidavit Paragraph 56:

One of the causes for poor quality, sloppy work and
stop-gap solutions was the spectre of unreasonable
deadlines that "must be met" to avoid shutting down the
plant. Meeting the deadlines became the number one
priority. During those periods, quality concerns were
viewed as obstacles to be ignored or deemphasized. A
June 27, 1983 example of a deadline memorandum is enclosed
as Exhibit 23.

The number one priority for quality control personnel at Diablo Canyon is

quality, not production. However, concern over quality does not mean that

efforts to improve efficiency or production should be abandoned. The

memorandum referred to by Mr. Thompson was written by Pullman site managerial

personnel as an encouragement to improve production, where possible. It was

not meant to countermand any existi'ng controlling policies that quality

concerns were of first importance. At no time was the schedule considered to

be more important than the quality of work. As a matter of fact, all of the

"deadlines" listed in the memo were not met due, in part, to quality control

and the care exercised in the performance of the work.
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PGandE's concern over quality matters is accurately reflected by project

memoranda, similar to Attachments A and B, which were distributed to site and

home office personnel, and emphasized the importance of attention to quality

and compl iance wi th proj ect procedures.

)I
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rc.j ec T. Teamc a

H. B. Friend
Fram

«d
'\ ~

Fife No.

4 ~ al I ~ IVy f Gf

At

Management

45/10-B24
Extension

8-0797

Adherance to Policies and
Procedures

The attached article from the New York Times indicates what can happen when
1 1 11 1 ~p d

power plant. The shut down by 7(A will probably cost rate payers
significantly for replacement power.

I want to be sure that everyone on the Diablo Canyon Project understands the
importance of working to the letter of all procedures. Adequate training and
supervision are important ingredients to successfully adhering.to procedures.
Projec. employees must not construe management concerns for adhering to
project schedules as an excuse for violating or shortcutting project
procedures. Me must apply our collective professional talents to complete the

~

~

~

~

~job in a timely manner in strict compliance with all project procedures.

PGandf'rid Be htel Management expects and requires that everyone adhere to
company policies and procedures.

H. B. Friend

HBF:cg

Attachment: New York Times Article, "TVA Lays Off Hundreds Over Nuclear Plan
a ety.
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NRC Qllegation 1534
kt-taehment- 4—-—

IFFTEROFFICF MEMOIIAIIOg1

Diablo Canyon Project

f~~f2Z6>

PACIFIC ()AS AND FLFCTRIC
COMPANy'ECH

TEL POWER CORPORATION

To

ht Lrnr Of

COPee TO

Distribution
ualitv of Vork August 19, ]982

H. B. Friend
Manageaent

45/10-B24 Ext. 8-0797

As ve begin to get into the detailed design and analys+s of systems,
structures and components~ please give a great daal of att«ntion to
the quality aspects of our vork. Although ve are anxious to
complete our vork as soon as possible, ve must maintain a high
level of quality in all of our efforts.

As ve have said before, there is one thing vorse than not having
the Icw pover license restored, and that is having the lou power
license restored and then to lose it again. Me aust be sure that
our vora's above reproach and criticism. It is vital to our pro-
gram to relicense Diablo Canyon that ve accomplish the work in
accordance with the highest standards of quality and technical
excellence.

H. I. Fri«nd

Reply Requested: NO
8BF/c')

Distribution: R. C. Anderson
R. K. Ashier
C. V.. Dick
C. V. Cranston
J. B. Hoch/S. M. Skidmore
G. H. Moore
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NRC Allegation 81541

Allegation Description:

An individual is concerned that PGandE and NRC did not
prepare their response regarding the use of ASTM A-307 and
ASME SA-307 grade B, bolts.

quote from Lockert Affidavit Paragraphs 1.1 - 1.8:

1.1 On January 13, 1984 a Pullman gC Inspector documented
the use of ASTM A-307 and ASME SA-307 Grade B bolts for
welded installations on hangers and supports for Class 1

safety related systems: 07 (Reactor Coolant), 08 (Chemical
and Volume Control ), 09 (Safety Injection), 10 (Residual
Heat Removal), 12 (Containment Spray), and 14 (Component
Cooling Water). The bolts were not specifically ordered to
be made from a P-1 classified base material. The purchase
orders for the bolts did not specify that the supplementary
requirements for welded applications would be in effect.
As stated in ASTM A-307-82a ( Exhibit 1 ) the supplementary
requirements shall apply only when specified in the
purchase order or contract. Exhibit 1 was first presented
by myself in a 3/21/84 affidavit to which PGSE has yet to
show purchase orders showing supplementary requirements
applicable.

1.2 PG8E has stated in DCL-84-195 at para. 226,241,
DCL-84-239 at JIP.-28 (pages 1-6) that the bolts installed
without supplementary requirements in the purchase or der
for the bolts are acceptable because ASME Sec. III

tells'hem

so. Note that PGEE has conveniently left out where in
Sec. III this is stated. What has PGBE got to lose from a
full and open disclosure of the facts? Regardless, it is
well known and universally practiced that the master
P-Number list for materials and their weldability is found
in Sec. IX of the ASME code.

1.3 For example Article IV, para. gW 421 of ASME-83,
Sec. IX states "... base metals have been assigned
P-Numbers and for ferrous base metals which have specified
impact test requirements, Group Numbers within P-Numbers.
These assignments are based essentially on comparable base
metal characteristics such as composition, weldability', and
mechanical properties, where this can be logically done.
These assignments do not imply that base metals may be
indiscriminately substituted for a base metal which was
used in a qualification test without consideration of
compatability from the standpoint of metallurgical
properties, postwel d heat treatment, design, mechanical
properties, and service requirements."
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1.4 Grou in of Base Metals for (}uglification is the title
for t e master ~st of - u ers or proce ure
qualification purposes. OW-422 does not list A-307,
grade B bolts as a P-1 base metal. Any claim to the
contrary would be patently false. gW 422 is the place in
the code where P-Numbers shall be determined and (}W 422 is
contained in Sec. IX; as it should be, behind the
definition in (}W 421 for a quick and final reference.

1.5 DCL-84-195 at 226 and 241, DCL-84-239 at JIR-28
(pages 2, 5, and 6) allude to the Code Case N71-7 as
qualifying A-307, grade B bolts installed at Diablo Canyon
Project. Breismeister at 12 and 13 also presents this case
stating that this proof qualifies A-307, grade B bolts as
P-1 base metal. The USWRC Region V staff has also accepted
the above citations as a final, "straw grabbing"
qualification basis. Have any of the above individuals
even read the text of the Case before citing its number?
Conspicuously, the text was deleted from all references and
no details were used to support the position.

1.6 ASME Section III Code Case N71-7 was approved ll/12/76
and annulled ll/21/80. The Case is no longer in effect
because of a three year time restraint. This is an
oversight PG&E forgot to mention. Additional oversights
noted are:

o Clearly citing the full Code reference N-71-7 (1644-7),

o Stating the time period of PGEE's contract specification
versus the time N-71-7 was in effect,

o Clearly stating where in PG8E's contract specifications
the Code Case had been implemented into design and
quality assurance specifications for the project.

1.7 The title of Code Case N-71-1 Additional Materials for
Com onent Su orts Sec. III Division u sec son
C ass , 2, an MC om onent Su orts c ear y e >nes its

oun aries. e case was avai a e on y to nuclear power
plants whose design and quality assurance programs were
dedicated to ASME Sec. III. By PGSE's own admission in
DCL-84-195, paragraph 250, "ASME Sections III and VIII only
apply in a very limited degree to Pullman's scope of work
at this site and are, therefore, not a part of the training
program."

1.8 Had PGEE and the NRC Region V staff even read the Code
Case text there were 7 conditions to be met. Three
conditions are worthy of note:
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o Adherence to Sec. III
o 0.35% limit on carbon for base metals to be welded

o All supports built under the provisions of the Case be
identified with the Case number R

Pullman had welded A-307 bolts with no limit on the percent
of carbon, did not adhere to Sec. III, and did not identify
the supports where the special conditions of the code case
applied. Pullman's quality assurance program was still
struqgling to meet its B31.1 and B31.7 commitments after 10
to 12 years of Diablo construction. To even imply that
ASME Sec. III is applicable at Diablo in defense of welding
A-307 grade B bolting material as structural members
holding base plates on Class 1 systems is simply false and
unsupported by the facts. ASME Sec. III Subsection NF,
para. 4311.1 restricts stud welding to non-structural
applications such as insulation, name plates, and locating
lugs. Welded A-307 grade B bolts as reported per the
January 13, 1984 Discrepancy Report remain a Code
non-conformance. PGAE's position has been one false
statement after another in an inept coverup that just shows
sloppy Code distortions to untenable positions. Note that
PG8E and the NRC have not offered to consult the ASME Code
writing body for conformation Lsicl of their posi tion; an
act they of Lsic] done instead of wasting effort on useless
Code citations that remain unsupported. ASME Code
Case N-71-7 is openly presented as Exhibit 2.

The issue of the use of ASTM A307 bolting material has been addressed and

resolved in the NRC Report Nos. 50-275/84-42 and 50-323/84-31 dated

February 5, 1985. The information below is provided as additional supporting

material.

Overview of Res onse to Lockert Affidavit

Mr. Locker t's latest affidavit appears to be an attempt to create chaos out of

the Codes and to somehow change the original allegations and the responses to

those allegations.
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Regarding the shielded metal arc welding of A307, Grade B studs, it is

appropriate to start at the beginning and briefly recount the history so as

not to lose perspective. The welding is technically correct, and the decision

to weld these studs was properly derived. It was originally intended to

attach studs to the containment liner plate by the automatic stud welding

process (SW). This was abandoned in favor of attaching the studs by the

manual Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW), or manual Gas Tungsten Arc Welding

(GTAW) processes. At that time, early 1980s, an evaluation was made to

determine the weldability and code acceptability of various material. A

prominent and obvious choice was A307, Grade B.

This choice was based on the fact that A36 is a weldable plain carbon steel

designated as a Pl material and is listed in the relevant installation codes:

ASME Section VIII, modified for the liner plate and attachments thereto; ANSI

B31.7 for nuclear systems piping; and ANSI B31.1 for balance of plant piping.

A36 references A307 and A325 for the bolt product form. Of these materials,

the engineers selected A307, Grade B because it has appropriate limits on

composition, strength, and hardness in the 1978 version of that material

specification. A307, Grade B was also listed in ASME Section III Code Case

N-71-7, in 1977, as a weldable material, and in Section III, Appendix

Table I-13.3, as a Pl material in the winter 1978 addenda. While these ASHE

references were not and are not directly applicable, they support the

engineering rationale that A307, Grade B is weldable and suitable for

component support services.
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Thus, A307, Grade B weld studs were ordered. The orders specifically stated

that'weld studs and certificates of conformance were to be provided.

In general, the purchased studs were used where necessary. However,

occasionally a headed A307, Grade B bolt was used with the head cut off. In

response to a DR on this subject, two chemical analyses were performed and

these confirmed that the A307, Grade B unheaded bolts were in fact A307,

Grade B, met the chemical composition requirements of A307, and were weldable.

The welds attaching these studs to the Unit 1 liner plate were subject to

liquid penetrant examination. Also, all studs have the nuts tightened which

applies a meaningful load, and torque testing is performed on those studs,

welded to the containment liner plate, which is another, meaningful test.

It is against this background of a carefully reasoned and thorough engineering

approach to component support welding that Mr. Lockert's initial allegation

that welding was being done on common hardware bolts was made (See

Attachment A, which is the original allegation by Mr. Lockert and the response

as given in the COA response to JI allegations 814 and 15, Breismeister

et al., Aff at 12 and 13.)

The original allegations have now been altered and distorted. It is,

therefore, appropriate to address each of Mr. Lockert's paragraphs.
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The bolts were ordered to A307, Grade B which is a Pl material by virtue of

the A36 reference. This determination is sustained by the ASME Section III
confirmation. There was no need to specifically order the material as a Pl

classified material. The selection of A307, Grade B was made before the 1982

edition of the A307 specification was available. Note that these standards

are generally not available until the last half of the year of issue. 'The

1974 and 1978 versions of the A307 specification did not have an optional
I

supplementary requirement for welding applications. It is obviously a

misconception on Yr. Lockert's part to suggest that the A307-82 option

requirements could have been imposed prior to mid-1982. (There is no

requirement to update specifications to comply with the latest code revisions.)

The intent of the 1982 edition optional supplement is met since the purchase

orders specifically state that weld studs are to be provided. Whether the

optional requirements are truly necessary is debatable in light of the other

chemical, hardness, and strength limitations imposed on A307, Grade B. It is

noted that ASh1E Section III does not require the optional supplementary

requirement to be imposed on A307, Grade B.

Thus, it is erroneous to allege that optional conditions which were not

available prior to the last half of 1982 should have been mandatory prior to

that time. The purchase order requirements, as stated therein, caused a

satisfactory product to be delivered, as was demonstrated repeatedly by the
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many liquid penetrant examinations and torque tests and by the two chemical

analyses performed in 1984.

1.2 Res onse

A307, Grade B (SA307, Grade B) has been listed in ASME Section III,
Appendices, Table I-13.3 since the winter 1978 addenda to the 1977 edition

(see Attachment B). Section III determined that this material was weldable

and a Pl material when used for component supports.'SME Section III has

continued to list the A307 material in the 1980 and 1983 editions.

1.3 and 1.4 Response

It is incorrect to assume that only members of Section, IX are knowledgeable~

~

regarding welding and can consider material classification, although

Section,IX personnel do perform these activities and do assign P numbers. It
is obvious that Section III personnel considered the subject and assigned a Pl

classification to the A307, Grade B, first in a Code Case and then in the Code.

There is no technical support for Mr. Lockert's refusal to accept the most

relevant Section III reference and, in turn, to rely solely on a lack of

clarification from Section IX.
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1.5 and 1.6 Res onse~ ~

The Code Case N71-7 was referenced because it supports the thesis that A307,
4

Grade 8 bolts are weldable. (Mr. Lockert's reference to Breismeister at 12

and 13 is "in error, but that is immaterial.) Mr. Lockert's affidavit

evidences a lack of understanding of Code Cases and the Code. All Code Cases

have built-in terminations unless they are reaffirmed or superseded by newer

revisions. An alternative to reaffirmation is incorporation of the Code Case

in the Code. It is this latter course that was followed in this instance.

Code Case N71-12 is current, and viable today. A307, Grade 8 is presently

listed in ASME Section III and is, thus, no longer a Code Case.

The Code Case was referenced as supporting data, to demonstrate that A307,

Grade 8 material is weldable and supports the project selection. It was

neither stated nor implied that the Code Case was a project requiiement.

Code Case need not be referenced in project specifications.

The

1.7 Res onse

The reference to the Code Case was to support the project selection and to

demonstrate consistency, although compliance was not required. The A307,

Grade 8 material was used in a nuclear power plant for component supports, as

is the intent of the Code Case, and ASME Section III. The application has

been consistent with these references, although compliance has not been

required. Thus, the A307, Grade 8 is. suitable for the purpose and was used
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appropriately. Mr. Lockert apparently cannot accept this and has cited
~

~

~ ~

previous responses out of context.

1.8 Res onse

Once again, the reference by PGandE to the Code Case and to Section III were

to sustain the project selection. These were not, and are not, requirements.

The certified mill test reports (CMTRs ) have shown that these materials meet

the carbon content limitation of 0.35 percent. There are numerous practical

manufacturing c'oncerns which dictate that this limit would be consistently

met. The A307, Grade B specification has a hardness limit of Brinnel 212 or

Rockwell 895, which is relatively s'ft. This limit would be difficult to

obtain with higher carbon content material. Carbon content is also limited by

manufacturers to minimize material costs, fabrication problems and the need

for softening heat treatments. Because of the relatively low minimum tensile

strength requirement, 60,000 psi, there is no need for other than plain carbon

steel which is easily weldable.

Because the Code Case was not required but merely cited for reference or

precedent, there is no need to reference the Code Case.

Mr. Lockert has confused the Subsection HF restriction on stud welding, an

automatic welding process in structural applications, with the manual Shielded

Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) or manual Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) processes

for studs. Mr. Lockert is comparing entirely different processes as if they
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were the same. The Subsection NF reference is not a requirement for Diablo

~

~

Canyon.

In summary, the welding of 307, Grade B material for component support

structures is technically valid (and is sustained by references to Code Case

and Section III as precedent) sustaining the project decision and selection.

Numerous liquid penetrant examinations and torque tests have verified that the

A307, Grade B material is weldable and suitable for service. In contrast,

there is no'contrary evidence regarding suitability presented by h1r. Lockert

but rather a jumble of time inversions, misstatements, and attempts to change

the required code.
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NRC Allegation 1541
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1 of 2

back gouging serve the s«e uurpo-e by providing backing for the weld

puddle and assuring full weld fusion to the weld root. The back gouging

and back welding operations were controlled by the process sheets.

Therefor'., even though back gouging is not specifically identified in

WPS 7/8, it is equivalent to the use of a backing bar. In addition, the

welding of studs using WPS 7/8 is qualified in accordance with ASME IX.

31. Contrary to Mr. Lockert's reference to WPS 7/8, the WPS being used when

Mr. Lockert expressed his concern to Pullman supervision was WPS-203,

which utilizes the GTAW process . WPS-203 specified the GTAW process, an

ASME IX qualified welding procedure, that is qualified for all the

essential variables necessary to install the studs.

32. Finally, Hr. Lockert was not "yanked" from this assignment. As stated

in his own affidavit (Lockert at p. A8), Hr. Lockert was not required to

inspect the referenced welds to the approved procedures due to his

reservations, and another inspector was asked to perform the inspection.

JI gl4 and 15, Hotion at 12.

It is alleged that:

Pullman also overextended Code 7/8 by welding common
hardware bolts, instead of the threaded studs that
theoretically were welded to the contaiment liner.
Construction crews turned the bolts into rough threaded
studs by cutting the heads off and chiseling the end
until it was pointed. (~citin 1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at
3-4. )

Since they came from common hardware bolts of A 307
material, the homemade studs neither have controlled
chemica :ontents such as carbon limitations, nor
material traceabi lity. As a result, it is uncertain
whether the welds will hold for such suspect material.
(ritinc[ 1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at 3-4 and 1/12/84, Anon.
Aff. at AB.)

-12-
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The sTuds referred to in this allegation are not common hardware bolts"

i

H

with uncontrolled chemistry as alleged. In fact, these studs comply

with all the requirements for A307 Gr. 8 steel. A307 Gr. 8 bolts are

included as a referenced product form in A36. Thus, A307 Gr. 8 bolts

are A36 material. A36 material is a P-1 material and is weldable using

@PS 7/8. The use of A307 Gr. 8 bolts as a P-1 material is further

verified by ASME Section III (the code which superseded ANSI 831.7 for

nuclear construction). Additionally, as discussed in response to

JI gll, 12 and 13, these studs were properly welded using MPS 7/8.

34. The bolts were altered to obtain a chisel end to provide double bevel

groove which would afford the full penetration weld specified. This

'chisel" configuration is obtained from a threaded stud or a bolt with

the head removed. The result is the same as if a threaded stud had been

used and has no affect on the weld groove and quality.

35. Contrary to the allegation, both the threaded stud and bolt material

meets all specification and code requirements for weldability, chemical

composition, strength, and traceability.. Furthermore, all welded studs

were torque tested, which demonstrated the adequacy of the installation.

31 gl6, Motion at 12-13.

It is alleged that:

Code 7/8 has been used to weld at least eight pipe
support joint configurations, including flare bevel
groove welds, and double groove welds, not covered by
7/8. Each configuration represents a unique essential
welding variable and legally -'est have its own approved
weld procedure specification detailing the joint
configuration. (~citin 1/16/84, Anon. Aff. at 3-4 [sic.
actually ~ci tin Hudson Aff. at 5] and Lockert Aff. at
A10-11.)

s
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TABLE I-13.3
YIELD STRENGTH VALUES, S„FOR BOLTING-MATERIALSFOR CLASS 1. 2, 3, AND MC COMPONENT SUPPORTS

I

'ominal
Composition

Cacbon Steels

P- Gr.
No. No.

Spec.
No.

Type
or

Grade

Min.
Yield

Strength,
Class Notes ksi

Min.
Ult.

Tensile
Stcength.

ksi

~

lt

Yield Strength Intensity, ksl (Multiply by 1000 to Obtain psl). For Metal '. )", .fAÃF( i3:
Temperatuces, F, Not to Exceed

00 200 300 400 500 600 650 700 750 80(l .')

W78 ~
C
C
C

Low Alloy Steels

1 Cr.02 Mo
I Cr-0.2 Mo
I Cr-0.2 Mo
1 Cr.0.2 Mo
1 Cr-)/c Mo-V
1 Cr-'/c Mo.V
I Cr-)/~ Mo.V
I Cr.0.2 Mo
1Y N).Y Cr.Y Mo
AISI 4037
AISI 4037, 4340
AISI 4037, 4340
AISI 4037, 4340

I Cr.Yj Mo.V
1 Cr-I Mn% Mo

-2 Ni.YiCc.% Mo
2NI% Cc-'I Mo

1 Cc.% Mo.V
I Cr-I Mn% Mo
2 NI.Yi Cr-% Mo
2 N) % Cc.)I Mo

1 Cr-Yc Mo.V
I Cr.l Mn-% Mo
2 Ni.% Cr.% Mo
2 Ni-YiCc-)/) Mo

I 1

SA.194
SA-307
SA-325

SA.194
SA-193
SA 193
SA-193
SA-193
SA-193
SA-193
SA.320
SA 320
SA-320
SA.354
SA.354
SA-354

SA.540
SA-540
SA-540
SA-540

SA-540
SA.540
SA.540
SA.540

SA-540
SA 540
SA-540
SA-540

2H
8

7

87
87
87

816
816
816
L7

L43
L7A
BC
BC
BD

821
822
823
824

821
82"
823
824

821
822
B23
B24

(1)P)

~2% (2)(3)
C2% (2)(3)

>2'/)<4 P)(3)
C 1 /. P)(3)

2

2

2

2

3
3
3
3

36
81

58
105

36.0 32.8 31.9 30.8 29.1
81.0

26.6 26.1 25.9

105
95
75

105
95
85

105
105
105
109
99

125

125
115
100
125
110
100
125

~125
125
125
115
150

105.0 98.0 94.1
95.0 88.5 85.1
75.0 69.9 67.2

105.0 102.0 99.6
9S.O 92.1 90.O

85.0 82.5 80.7
105.0 98.0 94.1
105.0 99.0 95.7
105.0 '8.0 94.1
109.0 102.0 98.5
99.0 92.5 89.4

125.0 116.9 112.9

91.5 88.5
82.3 80.1
65.4 63.2
97.5 95.4
88.2 86.4
78.9 77.1
91.5 88.5
91.8 88.5
9 I.5
95.6 92.8
86.9 '4.3

109.8 106.5

85.3
77.1
60.9
92.5
83.7
75.0
85.3
84.3

83.0 80.6
75.1 73.0
59.2 57.5
90.3 88.2
&1.7 79.8
73.1 71.4
83,0 80.6
82.1 79.2

88.7 86.0 82.9
80.5 78.1 75.3

101.8 98.6 95.0

150 165 150.0 143.4 'I3&.6 134.4 130.2 124.2 120.2 116.8

130 145 130.0 124.1 120.5 116.4. 112.9 107.8 104.1 101.'.

140 155 140.0 133.8 129.3 125.4 121.5 116.1 112.1 108.9

.I'Q f;)c"
I"

~)"»c si'I,:- I)»

', ~44".c~p) [

~ ~ "- I. c.j I f"
)>.'7.5

74.0.,;-~:yl(II
)I».'54

52 7

85.8 83.1 '-'r-Ik~)~L'.

76.4 72.6 ..'~; „')I:.~Z)c+i '.>.

C ) ~"

~ I<'i j )
ct) ct)

~
) I

.':,c'i )~ .
) .!.(Ig

1Cr% Mo.V
1 Cr.1 Mn.% Mo
2 NI.YiCr-% Mo
2Ni Y< Cr.'I> Mo

SA 540
SA.540
SA.540
SA.540

821
822
8?3
824

4
4
4
4

- 120 135 120.0 114.6 110.7 107.7 104.1 99.3 96.3 93.3
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HPC Allegation ¹1542~

~

~ ~ ~

Allegation Description:

Inadequate gC inspector training.

The subject matter of this allegation has been answered in the references

provided by Mr. Lockert in his affidavit dated October 29, 1984, pages 6- .

Additional responses have been provided in JI-115 and 116, Joint
Intervenors'otion

to Reopen on COA, dated March 19, 1984 (Attachment A), DCL-84-195,

dated May 29, 1984, ¹0457, 0458, 0459, and 0478 (Attachment B), DCL-84-256,

dated July 6, 1984, H-4, H-5, and H-6 (Attachment C), and DCL-84-343, dated

October 30, 1984, NRC Allegations ¹0954 and 0955 (Attachment D).

The information below is provided as additional responses to each of

Mr. Lockert's paragraphs.

2.1 Response

Contrary to Mr. Lockert's claim, federal law does not require that an

inspector's training include reading of or explicit training in 10 CFP, 50,

Appendix B. Criteria II, Ouality Assurance Program, of 10 CFP. 50, Appendix B,

states: "The program shall provide for indoctrination and training of

personnel performing activities affecting quality as necessary to assure that

suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained."

The training requirements for inspectors are included in the Pullman guality

Assurance Manual and applicable procedures (ESDs) which satisfy the

requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.
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Reading has been and will continue to be an integral part of any

~ ~ ~

~

~

~

~

~

teaching/training program. As stated in previous responses, the reading

requirements of the Pullman certification program for welding inspectors are
I

4

only a small portion of the certification process.

2. 2 Res onse

The Pullman Power Products'A manual and procedures (ESDs ) specify the

training requirements for inspectors. These documents are reviewed and

approved by PGandE who assesses their compliance with PGandE's 9A program. In

addition, the implementation of the program is reviewed by ASt1E, the

authorized inspection agency, and the NRC.

The lack of direct training, or a reference to ANSI H45.2 in the gC

inspector s training, has not been identified by these organizations as a

deficiency in the approved QA program.

2.3 Pes onse

Here again, the design responsibility of supports and rupture restraints

belongs to PGandE. PGandE's approval of ESDs 223 and 243 signifies that the

implementation of these procedur'es would result in code and design adherence.

The gC inspectors had access to higher levels of management for any decisions

involving "interpretation" of the procedures.
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As far as interpreting codes, this is only done by the entity that writes the

codes, such as ASt1E or AWS. The users of the codes follow them and ask for

interpretations from the applicable entity when they have a question.

2.4 Res onse

The certification program of gC inspectors has been in effect since the start

of Pullman's work at Diablo Canyon and was briefly described in PGandE letter

DCL-84-082 dated February 29, 1984, which states in pertinent part:

Pullman began construction at Diablo Canyon in mid-1971.
During the period from start of work through late 1973,
weld inspector qualification and documentation of
qualification was not formalized. An individual's
qualif>cations were reviewed and accepted prior to
assignment to inspector duties. The i'nspectors were
indoctrinated and trained in accordance with gA and
technical requirements. However, documentation of these
activities was not consistently retained.

It should be noted that prior to September 1973, there was
no requirement or guidance available within the industry
directing the documentation of qualification or
certification of inspection personnel. In late 1973, with
corporate and onsite management involvement, Pullman, at
its own initiative, began formalizing the process of weld
inspector qualification. This effort resulted in the
issuance and approval of Procedure ESD-237 in
February 1974. Reviews performed to date indicate the
Procedure was fully implemented by June 1974. This
Procedure complies with ANSI N45.2.6 with the exception of
establishing inspector levels. Beginning in early 1973,
Pullman has been surveyed by the ASME a number of times and
has been granted certificates of author ization indicating
compliance with ASME code requirements including quality
control activities.

In 1982, Procedure ESD-273 was modified to include
identification of inspector level as a result of a PGandE
audit and a contract specification change which required
full compliance with ANSI N45.2.6.
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Therefore, it can be seen that the certification of gC Inspectors has been in

accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, and ANSI N45.2.6.

2.5 Res onse

Contrary to Mr. Lockert's claim, a false statement has not been made. Rather,

this is another failure by Mr. Lockert to understand and interpret written

requirements.

Pullman Power Products has developed detailed written procedures for the

certification of inspectors which meet the requirements of the Pullman (}uality

Assurance Manual, PGandE Specifications 8711 and 8833XR, and ANSI N45.2.6.

The "basis used for certification" to which Mr. Lockert refers is the

education, experience, training, and testing used to certify an individual,~ ~ ~

and not a reference to ANSI N45.2.6.

The Pullman gA/gC Program clearly defines what the inspectors are certified to

and what they are responsible for. Detailed records of the basis for that

certification are maintained in each individual 's personnel file.
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QI gll5 and 116, Notion at 33-34.

It is alleged that:

Train1ng for gC 1nspectors is inadequate, cons1sting of a
crash course lasting approximately a week. Since most
inspectors do not have previous experience, this program
1s inadequate to prepare them for their ser1ous
responsibility. A large portion of the training program
consists of giving wr1tten 'materials to an 1nspector, who
s1gns a fern that he has read the knformatSon. (~c1tfn
1/12/84, Anon. Aff. at 8-9.)

Frequently the records demonstrating c'ompl1ance with even
these cursory requ1rements are misleading. Nth respect
to the statements certify1ng review of training
materials, a current 1nspector concluded that 'very often
the 1ndividual w111 sign these statements without having
read the materials very thoroughly'. (Id. at 9.) The
result is that the qual1fications of gC inspectors at
Oiab1o Canyon are indet ruinate. Undoubted Iy, T~s-y

inspe .ors were suf'.iciently sk-;llew «"en t.",ey came -.o

the )ob thai general gC training was not necessary. But
if novice inspectors needed twining, they dfd not get it.

36. The a11egat1ons 1n the motion that training of Pullman gC 1nspectors

consists of a one-week 'crash course,'hat 'a large port1on of the

training course'ons1sts of g1ving materials to an inspector, and that

'1f nov1ce inspectors needed training, they d1d not get 1t,'1mply do

not appear 1n the supporting affidav1t cited. In addition, the

allegat1ons that the anonymous alleger actually d1d make are incorreW

1n all sign1ficant aspects. The training of Pullman gC inspectors is

far more extens1ve and 1ntensive than that described even by the

alleger, let alone by the Joint Intervenors in their Notion.

37. The f1rst phase of the training program required by all gC 1nspectors 1s

a self study and test1ng program. The written material wh1ch the

1nspectors are required to read 1ncludes Pullman's written eng1neering

specifications, guality Assurance manual, gA Instruct1ons, the study
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modules such as Fundamentals of Heldfng Inspection,'Introduct1on to

NDE,'nd other documentat1on concernfng weldtng fnspection. The

prospective fnspectors are given a series of approximately a dozen

xr1tten and practical examinat1ons deal1ng with various job funct1ons

and areas of knowledge necessary to perform the )ob of weld1ng

1nspector. A passing grade of 80~ 1s required on these examinations to

display an acceptable degree of proficiency. Kach prospective 1nspector

'n-,a —..„ed:ha-. if he or s"e cannot pass any particular test after the

second time (which is usually a d1fferent test on the same subjec ) then

terminat1on will result.

38. In add1tion, other read1ng 1s required to be completed prior to going

out to the field for the second phase of train1ng. This read1ng

includes other ESDs related to the weld1ng inspector's )ob, app11cable

Code Sections. the Code of Federal Regulations, and sections of PGandE

specificat1ons. It fs not expected that a welding inspector know these

supplemental ESOs as sall as those he or she was tested on. The intent

is for the 1nspector to hc aware of where specific fnformatfon can be

located in the field as the need arises.

39. The second phase of the training and qualif1cation of all weld

inspectors prior to certfffcatfon includes assign1ng the prospective

fnspector to accompany certiffed weld fnspectors fn the field 1n order ~

to complete the ffeld practical tra1n1ng. This field practical training

involves becoming fawflfar with and using the documents employed and

1ncludes partic1patfon fa the various aspects of their 1nspection

duties. These activities are w1tnessed and satisfactory complet1on is

attested to by a certified weld1ng inspector. This portion of the
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qualification program normally takes from two to three weeks.

Certification fs not conferred upon an fnspector until he or she has

completed this phase nf proficiency training to the satisfact1on of the

.supervis1ng Pullman QC inspector and the Pullman gA/gC 5anager. The

anonymous allegation totally neglects to ment1on this portion of the

training, qualif icat1on, and certification program.

ea." ~ is;,o basis for the allegation that 'most inspectors do not have

prev ous experience.'efore inspectors are hired, they are interviewed

by the Pullman Assistant gA/gC Hanager. Each prospective, weld inspector

is given a general quiz that asks basic quest1ons about weld1ng and

inspect1on. ~ ln addit1on, sample pieces with var1ous weld defects and

technique problems are shown to the prospective'nspector for

1dentification. Typical drawings are also presented to determine the

interviewee's knowledge of blueprints, weld symbols, code references,

etc. All of these, plus the 1nd1vfdual's resume, prior cert1f1catfons

(ff available) and answers to other specific questions are used to

determine the person's experience.

41. The testing program 1s also used as a 'weedfng out" process. Those who

cannot pass the required tests w1th a grade of 80$ are terminated. The

fact that the average new hire takes only seven working days of 'an

allotted three weeks to complete testing fs an indication fn itself that

these individuals are fn fact experienced to an acceptable degree. A

person w1thout previous experience would not be able to learn the

material and pass all the tests 1n this time period, due to the broad

range of materials.

42. A comparison of inspectors'ire dates, reading 11sts, testing, field

pract1cals and cert1f1cation dates shows the average actual time ft
takes to put an inspector through the training and certification program

1s approx1mately three weeks.
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NRC Allegation 8457

It is alleged that:

Pullman's training program did not address the technical
objectives of the project. Mhile Pullman's training
program did cover some of the Pullman procedures (ESD's)
the training program did not cover:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Quality Assurance Criteria
10 CFR 21 Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance
ANSI N45.2 Quality Assurance Program Requirements
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code- Sec. III,VIII,
(sic) and IX
ASME Pressure Piping Codes B31.1 and B31.7
AMS Dl.l Structural Melding Code
AISC Steel Construction Manual

Training in the above mentioned documents is necessary
because Pullman procedures, like any in-house procedure,
can not (sic) cover every possible application that the
inspector will encounter in the perfonnance of his duties.
Knowledge of what stands above the Pullman procedure aids
the inspector in finding the applicable requirements for =

quick resolution of problems and provides feedback to the
'ompanyon how well the procedures are being applied to

work performed in the field. (Lockert Aff. at 2-3.)

248. The allegation is false where it states that the Pullman training

program did not cover 10 CFR 21 or ASME/ANSI Pressure Piping Codes B31.1

and B31.7. These documents are required reading during the training

program for all inspectors (as can be seen by Mr. Lockert's own

signed-off reading list, Attachment 9).

249. It is not necessa~ to require inspectors to read 10 CFR 50 Appendix B,

as the Pullman QA Manual adequately addresses each of the 18 criteria,
although not in a criterion-by-criterion manner.
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0. As far as the other documents are concerned:

ASIDE Sections III and VIII only apply in a very limited degree to

Pullman's scope of work at this site and are, therefore, not a part

of the training program.

AMS Dl.l is the basis for PGandE Specification 8833XR and ESD 243,

both of which are required study material.

Applicable sections of ANSI N45.2 are incorporated into PGandE

Specifications 8711 and 8833XR (and others), as well as ESDs included

in the Pullman training program.

Applicable sections of AISC Steel Construction Manual are used

extensively throughout Pullman ESDs, where necessary.

251. It can thus be seen that the technical aspects of the Prospect were

adequately addressed for all inspectors, including Mr. Lockert. It can

also be pointed out that there is only an infrequent need for inspectors

to interpret the code; they )ust need to understand what the code covers

and the requirements of the specific inspection activity. The basic

knowledge required for the performance of the gob was, thus, available

to each inspector.

2. Ho action is required.~

~
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RC Allegation 0458

It fs alleged that:.

Pullman dfd not adequately explain fn the training program
the gualfty Assurance elements, the capabilities and
limitations of those elements, to be employed on the job.
For instance, ft was only after I had talked to the NRC

that I learned the Pullman Dfscrepency (sfc) Report (DR)
was word for word the same thing as a Non-Conformance
Report (NCR.) Pullman gC inspectors dfd not write DRs but
were instructed to coaeunfcate quality problems through a
Deficient Condition Notice (DCN). The DCN was subject to
engineering approval before the DCK could be inserted into
the gA system and fn that way the inspector's ability to
perform independent of production in reporting of problems
was subverted. (Lockert Aff. at 3-4.)

253. Pullman's training program for all inspectors begins with study and

testing on Pullman's gA Manual. One section, KFP-10, addresses

nonconformances and the reporting of same. Also included fn the

training program for all inspectors is the required study of ESDs 240

(Nonconformances) and 268 (Deficient Condition Notices). These ESDs

explafn the definition, use, fnftfatfon, routing, and disposition of

these reports. ESD 240 deffnes all nonconfonaances and explains that

they shall be reported on a DR (Discrepancy Report). KSD 268

explains which conditions are considered deficient and the procedure

for reporting them. Nr. Lockert, himself, has read the required
I

ESDs, signed his trafning records as having done so, and used the

system.

254.~~ DCKs are the document vehicle for initially fde'ntifying a

nonconforming item. The DCN is routed to Engineering for review,

input (an aspect not mentioned in the allegation), and concurrence on

the proposed disposition. Engineering may analyze and clarify a
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situation to the satisfaction of an inspector and the DCN could then

be voided with the concurrence of the inspector or his first line

supervisor. However, if the inspector chooses to pursue the issue

upwards to management, he may do so through established channels. At

no time can Engineering unilaterally keep the DCN from going through

the complete review cycle for processing. If the deficient condition

can be reworked in house, all work is conducted as dispositioned on

.the DCN. If PGandE is required to be notified, the DCN is converted

into a DR and dispositioned accordingly by PGandE.

255. No action is required.

MRC Allegation H59

It is alleged that:

Pullwan QC inspectors were specifically instructed to only
consult Pullaian procedures (ESDs) for evaluation of a
component or„activity's adherence to quality ob)ectives and
code coepliance. Further, Pullaan inspectors were
specifically instructed by Pullman management to accept all
conditions falling outside the scope of Pullman
procedures. The ANSI Level II inspector is required as a

minimum to evaluated (sic) inspection and test results
which would include referencing the appropriate codes and
standards when necessary. (Lockert Aff. at 4.)

256. Contrary to the allegation, Pullman inspectors were not instructed to

"accept all conditions falling outside the scope of Pullman

procedures." There were no restrictions which precluded them from

writing up conditions outside the Pullman procedures, which would then

allow others to address any identified problems. It was not, however,

the responsibility of the inspector to pursue an issue through the
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analysis phase. This allegation appears to arise out of Hr. Lockert's

previous allegation about re)ection criteria „for A-490 bolts not being

in ESD 243. If this is the case, the specifi'cs have been addressed in

PGandE response dated March 19., 1984, to Joint Intervenors'otion to

Reopen on CgA, Geske, et al. Aff. at 21.

257. Pullman's procedures tESDs) contain all oF the specific requirements

necessary to fabricate and inspect the portions of the power plant

within the scope of Pullman's contract. All ESDs are written to be in

compliance with all applicable codes and specifications. Due to the

fact that codes and specifications are the bases for all ESDs, o»y a

liaited nLNaber of editions of the codes and specifications are

ataintafned. This is done so that the available copies can be controlled

in order to ensure that they are current with all revisions. These

copies are, however, readily available on an as-needed basis.

258. ANSI Level II inspectors can get the appropriate information,,in most

cases, from the ESDs. If further information is required, the actual

copies of the codes and specifications are, as stated above, always

available.

259. No action is required.
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RC Allegation 8478

It is alleged that:

(3) Deficient trainin reinforced the roblems, and
etuate „ em. nspec ors o me a e> r

ra n ng cons s ed of reading ESD 223 for one week and,
being given a list of suggested reading. This list
contained B31.7, B31.1 and other codes. In one
conversation, when I asked if the QC inspectors were
required to read the suggested readings, his reply was "no,
we only had to know what B31;7 was, not what it says." "I
and others thought that these codes had been incorporated
into ESD 223 by aenageeent." This was, and remains, a
wrong assumption. The inspectors undoubtedly performed to
the best of their ability. However, the instruction,
training, and practices necessary to adequately perform
their functions were deficient. The inspectors only
discovered their '~rong beliefs" through discussions with
better trained, mre experienced inspectors from coopanies
other than PG6E. (Stokes 4/12/84 Aff. at 4-5.)

02. This often repeated and unwarranted allegation was initially addressed

thoroughly in PGandE response dated March 19, 1984, to Joint

Intervenors'otion to Reopen on CQA, Geske, 'et al. Aff. at 16-19. Hr.

Stokes appears to be making judgments and allegations based on false

statements and/or undocumented hearsay.

I

303. Mr. Stokes'tatement that "QA inspectors . . . training consisted of

reading ESD 223 for one week and being given a list of suggested

reading" is" inaccurate and false. As indicated in the earlier response:

"The first phase of the training program required by all QC

inspectors is'a self study and testing program. The
written material which the inspectors are required to read
includes Pullman's written engineering specifications',
Quality Assurance Manual, QA Instructions, the study
modules such as 'Fundamentals of Melding Inspection,'

Introduction to NDE,', and other documentation concerning
welding inspection. The prospective inspectors are given a

series of approximately a dozen written and practical
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examinations dealing wfth various )ob functions and areas
of knowledge necessary to perfom the gob of welding
inspector. A passing grade of 80% fs required on these
examinations to display an acceptable degree of
roficfency. Each prospective inspector fs informed that
f he or she cannot pass any particular test after the

second time (which fs usually a different test on the same

subject), then termination will result.

In addition, other reading fs required to be completed
prior to going out to the field for the second phase of
training. This readfng fncludes other ESDs related to the
weldfng inspector's gob, applicable Code Sections, the Code

of Federal Regulations, and sections of PGandE

specfffcatfons. It fs not expected that a welding
inspector know these supplemental ESDs as well as those he
or she was tested on. The intent fs for the inspector to
be aware of where specific fnforaatfon can be located fn .
the field as the need arises.

The second phase of the training and qualification of all
weld fnspectors prior to certfffcatfon includes assigning
the prospective fnspector to accompany certified weld
inspectors fn the field fn order to complete the field
practical training. This ffeld practical training involves
becoming familiar with and usfng the documents employed and
includes participation fn the various aspects of their
inspection dutfes. These activities are witnessed and
satisfactory completion is attested to by a certified
welding inspector. This portion of the qualification
program normally takes from two to three weeks.
Certification is not conferred upon an inspector until he
or she has completed this phase of proficiency training to
the satisfaction of the supervising Pullman gC inspector
and the Pullman gA/gC Manager. The anonymous allegation
totally neglects to mention this portion of the training,
qualification, and certification program."

304. Applicable portions of the ANSI B31.7 and B31.1 Codes are a part of the

required reading and are, in fact, incorporated into ESD 223" and other

ESDs, as applicable, "by management." Any wrong beliefs about the

trafning program or the contents of the ESDs are the belfefs of the

alleger, not the inspectors or Pullman management. The allegation is

unfounded and no corrective action fs required.
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It is alleged that:

[The] Field QA/QC manager J. P. Runyan deliberiately [sic]
falsified QA Personnel Certification Records to give the
appearance of compliance to ANSI N45.2.6 requirements when
no such compliance was implemented. Runyan, in his 5-13-75
response to the Corporate Audit stated: "It should be
noted that it is virtually impossible to comply totally to
N45.2.6 because of experience requirements.„ Me cannot hire
personnel that meet the experience requirements for the
salary scale we offer. Even if the money was available, it
would be difficult to find qualified people. lfe are taking
the approach of qualification based on performance in a
specific 'gob." This was a nonconformance to ESD 235 and
ESD 237 QA/QC personnel qualification requirements, both
ANSI N45.2.6 and SNT-TC-IA qualification requirements and
the intent of 10CFR50 App. B. Criteria II, IX and IVII
[sicj. (6/5/84 Hudson Aff. at 8-9.)

Pullman's QA program was not required to address the newly issued

ANSI N45.2.6 as the new standard was not a licensing requirement for
Diablo Canyon, Unit l. Although good faith efforts were made to

bring the program into conformance with the ANSI standard, it was

unnecessary and impossible to totally do so.

Mr. Runyan categorically denies ever having falsified any QA

Personnel Certification records and Mr. Hudson provides no specifics

other than his broad-based charge. The actions taken did not violate

ESD 235 or ESD 237, ANSI N45.2.6, SNT-TC-IA, or the intent of

10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

ANSI N45.2.6 states that NDE inspectors "need only be certified in

accordance with the requirements specified in SNT-TC-1A and

1694d
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supplements" (See ANSI N45.2.6-1973, paragraph 2.2 and ANSI

N45.2.6-197S, paragraph 1.2.) Pullman NDE inspectors at Diablo

Canyon have always been certified in accordance with the guidelines,

of SNT-TC-1A. ESD 235 was written to follow the guidelines of

SNT-TC-lA and all NDE personnel have been certified in accordance

with this procedure. A certification program for NDE inspectors that

complies with SNT-TC-lA automatically complies with ANSI N45.2.6.

Accordingly, certification to SNT-TC-1A is adequate for any NDE

inspector to perform NDE on pipes, pipe supports, and rupture

restraints.

As for the quote from the May 13, 1975, memo, Hr. Hudson once again

has failed to accurately interpret clear, concise information to

buttress.his otherwise unsupported allegation. The two sentences of

the quote which show his concern in a true light are:

Even if the money were available, it would bedifficult to find qualified people. Me are taking the
approach of a "qualification based on performance" in
a specific job.

Thus it can be clearly seen that: (a) The problem was not solely

Pullman's. At this time, there was a shortage of qualified personnel

in the industry; and (b) Pullman then chose to follow an alternate

course of action which is considered acceptable by ANSI N45.2. 6.

1694d -2-
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Pullman is and was in full compliance with the training requirements

of paragraph 2.1.2, "Training," since a training program had been

established that included an on-the-job participation requirement.

ANSI N45.2.6, paragraph 3.5, states that the education and experience

requirements listed in the standard are only recomnendations that can

"be treated to recognize that other factors may provide reasonable

assurance that a person can completely perform a particular task.

Other factors which may demonstrate capability in a given job are

previous performance or satisfactory completion of capability

testing."

1694d 3
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H-5

It is alleged that:

As a result, the Kellogg attempt to upgrade its gA Program
was a dismal failure resulting in falsified records. It
should be noted that Kellogg did not revise its gA Manual
to reflect the attempted ANSI N45.2.6 compliance....(6/5/84
Hudson Aff. at 9.)

This allegation is similar to that addressed in H-4. As stated

therein, ANSI N45.2.6 was not a licensing requirement or cemitment

for Diablo Canyon, Unit 1 in this time frame, and thus, there was no

need for Pullman to revise its nA manual to reflec+ corn liance with

ANSI N45.2.6. However, the Pullman program met the intent of ANSI

N45.2.6. There is also no requirement that a gA Manual must

reference the ANSI standards.

1695d
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H-6

It is alleged that:

...PGKE did not revise C.S. 48711 or C.S. 08833XR to direct
compliance to ANSI N45.2.6. (6/5/84 Hudson Aff. at 9.)

This allegation is similar in substance to that addressed in H-2,

H-4, and H-5. As previously stated, ANSI N45.2.6 was not a licensing

requirement for Diablo Canyon Unit 1 nor was there a requirement or

comnitment in this time frame to meet this standard and hence, there

was no need for PGandE to revise Specifications 88833XR or >8711 to

reflect compliance with ANSI N45.2.6.

1696d
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v9"'llegation

80954 Description:

PGandE responses about gC inspector qualifications
contained disparities.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

PGandE letter DCL-84-082 states: "The NRG identified a
number of welding inspectors who, prior to documentation of
their qualifications, had apparently performed acceptance
inspections. These inspectors did not perform NDE, but
only performed fit-up and visual weld inspections".
"...Reviews performed to this date indicate procedure
(ESD-237) was fully implemented by June 1974."

PbandE letter DCL-b4-lib states "After October 3, 1974, no
inspectors were found to have performed ins~ection prior to
documentation of qualification per ESD-237.

Allegation 40955 Description:

Two additional (}G inspectors were not qualified.

NRC Allegation Paraphrase:

Same as Ogb4 - also, alleger states two names of
individuals discussed in the letters. Alleger request
reviews of two more individuals.

The issue discussed in PGandE letters DCL-84-082 and DCL-84-115, copies of

which are attached, is the performance of acceptance inspections prior to

documentation of the inspector's qualifications. Therefore, the allegation

claiming that gC inspectors were not qualified does not address the same issue.

Mith respect to disparities, it is clear that DCL-84-082 is an interim

response to the issue. Further investigations, as detailed in DCL-84-115,

shows that the initial cutoff date was determined to be incorrect. This is a

risk inherent in providing interim reports during ongoing investi'gations.~

~

0119s/0022H 61-
PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343

October 30, 1984
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However, the infor ation pr"vided in the earlier response was believed

accurate at the time of submission and does not call into question the

truthfulness of either report on the date each was submitted.

The personnel records have been extensively reviewed by the NRC during their

investigation of the NSL audit. As a result of .the NRC investigation, an

extensive review of the personnel records of the welding inspectors was

performed by the Pullman training officer. The results of this review were

accurately reported subsequent to DCL-84-082 in DCL-84-115. In addition, the

personnel records of several specific individuals have been reviewed by NRC

onsite representatives, Mr. Mendonca and Mr. Polich. Since the names of the

two inoividual inspectors whose qualifications are of concern to the alleger

have not been provided, no further investigation of the qualifications of the

individuals is possible at this time.

0119s/U022H 62-
PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-343

October 30, 1984
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Reference: DCL-84-Dp2
Dated: February 29,"1984
Page 1 of 9

February 29, 1984

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-082

Mr. John B. 'Martin, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, Ch 94596-5368

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Diablo Canyon Unit 1
SSER 21 - Item 23, Qualification of Pullman Inspectors

Dear Mr. Martin:

Enclosed is PGandE's response to Item 23 identified in SSER 21 pertaining to
the qualification of Pullman Poser Products quality control velding inspectors.

Kindly
letter

i
p

acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincere ly,

J. B. Hoch

for J. O. Schuyler

DWOgden/GCW/JBH/JOS:gk
Enclosure

cc: T. W. Bishop
D. G. Eisenhut
H. E. Schierling
Service List

bcc: Diablo Distribution

0382d/0005K
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~vva o4

ENCLOSURE

DOCUMENTATION OF PULLMAN POWER PRODUCTS

VELD INSPECTOR QUALIFICATION

Be uest for Information

The NRC reviewed the findings resulting from a 1977 audit of'ullman Power
Products (Pullman) performed by Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC). This
review vas conducted during the period from November 13th through November 18,
1983. The NRC identified a number of velding inspectors who, prior to
documentation of their qualification, had apparently performed acceptance
inspections. These inspectors did not perform nondestructive ezaminations bu .
only performed fit-up and visual veld inspections.

The ÃRC hss requested that PCandE reviev the Pullman velding inspector
qualification program and report the results of this review to the NRC.

Response

bellman began construction at Diablo Canyon in mid-1971. During the period
from start of work through late 1973, veld inspector qualification and
documentation of qualification was not formalised. An individual's
qualifications were revieved and accepted prior to assignment to inspection
duties. The inspectors vere indoctrinated and trained in accordance vith QA
and technical requirements. Hovever, documentation of these activities vas
not consistently retained.

It should be noted that prior to September 1973, there was no requirement or
guidance available vithin the industry directing the documentation of
qualification or certification of inspection personnel. In late 1973, with
corporate and onsite management involvement, Pullman, at its ovn initiative,
began formalising the process of weld inspector qualification. This effort
resulted in the issuance and approval of Procedure ESD-237 in February 1974.
Reviews performed to date indicate the Procedure vas fully implemented by June
1974. This Procedure complies with ANSI N45.2.6 vith the ezception of
establishing inspector levels, Beginning in early 1973, Pullman has been
surveyed by the ASME a number of times and has been granted certificates of
~uthorisation indicating compliance vith ASNE code requirements including
quality control activities.

0382d/
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In l982, Procedure ESD-237 vas modified to include identification of inspector
v«1 «o o «««o l««4 «bl ««At'l «i ~ rl(o «A «s 't(««'Y««e«««vv««1A««st q««««4 ~ D%v41404vopl«J4%uvkvuvuog
ich req 'red full compliance vith LHS ~ H4~,2.6.

A review of the HSC audit results indicates that, during the. period from
September 1973 through May 1974, certain inspectors did perform inspections
prior to documentation of qualification. However, this condition vas
obrrected in June 1974 by full ijaplementation of Procedure ESD-237.

The HRC identified two inspectors vho may have performed inspections prior to
being adequately trained and qualified. These inspectors have been identified
as Mr. Newton aad Mr. Guy. PGandE's reviev of their records is discussed
belov.

Mr. Guy vas hired on November 8, 1973, which vas at a period vhen the progra
for training and documentation of qualification vas being developed.
Documentation exists which shove Mr. Guy's qualification to perform veld
inspections after January 18, 1974. A sample of Mr. Guy's work performed
prior to January 18, 1974 vill be reinspected. This reinspection vill be
completed and the results vill be reported to the HRC prior to March 30,
1984. A high level of coafidence in the quality of the work to be reinspected
is established by the fact that:

l. All code Class h, B, and C velds vere inspected using NDE methods by
qualified individuals in addition to the visual inspections performed
by Mr. Guy.

2. In some cases, the welding inspection vas vitnessed by the Authorized
Nuclear Inspector.

3. All Design Class 1 piping has been hydro-tested and, in some cases,
reinspected for the base line data as a part of the Inservice
Inspection Program.

Documentation exists vhich shovs that Mr. Newton did not perform acceptance
inspections prior to documentation of his qualifications. Therefore, no
reinspection is required.

In addition, PGandE plans to reviev quality records prior to June 1974 to
confirm that no other acceptance inspectioas were made prior to documentation
of inspector qualification. Should any devietions be found, the basis for
qualification vill be established and documented, or reinspection vill be
performed. For the period folloving June 1974, a sample of'nspection records
and documentation of inspector qualificatioa vill be revieved to confirm that
no inspections vere performed by inspectors prior to documentation of their
qualification. These record reviews, and any resultant iaspections, vill be
completed and the results reported to the NRC prior to power ascension.

0382d/
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March 23, 1984

PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-115

Mr. John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V

1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-76
Diablo Canyon Unit 1

SSER 21 - Pullman Power Products Weld Inspector gualification

Dear Mr. Martin:

PGandE letter DCL-84-082, dated February 29, 1984 provided the NRC staff with
an interim response to item 23 of Supplement 21 to the Safety Evaluation
Report (SSER 21) concerning the qualification of Pullman Power Products
(Pullman) weld inspectors. Also on February 29, 1984, PGandE received a
Severity Level IY Notice of Violation concerning the performance of
inspections by Pullman personnel prior to the documentation of their
qualification as required by Pullman Procedure ESD-237.

The enclosure to this letter provides a description of PGandE's plan for
additional investigation of Pullman weld inspectors and the results of this
investigation. PGandE's response to the Notice of Violation will be, provided
by March 29, 1984.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

J. B. Hoch

for J. 0. Schuyler

TWL ibs/PFM/COC/JBH/JOS: 1 fs
Enclosure

CC:

br<-',

D. G. Eisenhut
H. E. Schierling
Service List

Diablo Distribution

0654d/0008K ACTS f1520
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III

PGandE Letter No. DCL-84-115

ENCLOSURE

PULLHAN POMER PRODUCTS MELD INSPECTOR QUALIFICATIOH

BACKGROUND

On February 29, 1984, in letter Ko. DCL-84-082, PGandE provided the KRC with
an interim response to Item 23 identified in SSER 21. This response detailed
the results of investigations of Pullman Power Products Meld Inspector
Qualifications. Also, on February 29, 1984, PGandE received a Notice of
Violation, Severity Level IV, directed to Pullnan Power Products weld
inspectors'erfornance of inspections prior to docunentation of their
qualification as required by Pullman Power Products Procedure ESD-237.

This report provides the results of additional investigations conducted to
date

nd this infornation is canon to both requests for response. A separate
response to the Notice of Violation will be provided by Harch 29, 2984.

/

RESPONSE

The scope and degree of the additional investigations has been expanded fron
that described in our previous subnittal on this issue. The description of
the revised plan and results of the additional investigation are described
below.

Investi ation Plan

A. Review the work experience and education records for all weld
inspectors hired prior to Septenber 1973 to verify qualification.
Should qualification not be verified, all accessible welds will be

reinspected.

B. Review documentation of weld inspector qualification and inspector
assignnents for all inspectors hired from Septenber 1, 1973, to a

point in tine which assures that the requirenents of ESD-237 were
consistently inplemented. Those inspectors found to have perfomed
acceptance inspections prior to docunentation of compliance with
training and testing requirenents will be identified for further
review.

- 1
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C.

RESULTS

Should the inspector be considered qualified, based on work
experience and education, 20~ of the welds (but not less than 10
welds) will be refnspected to verify fnspector qualification. The
reinspection vill be as thorough as possible and any potential defect
wfll be identified for further revfev and disposition. Those welds
which are inaccessible due to location or fnstallatfon of heat
tracing are excluded from reinspection unless the reinspection of
accessible welds fndfcates unacceptable inspector perfomance.

Should the inspector not be considered qualified, based on work
experience and education, all accessible welds vill be refnspected.

A 10% sample of the records associated with inspectors hired after
the date of consistent frtplenentatfon of ESD-237 will be reviewed to
assure continued cooplfance.

A. Four fndfvfduals were hired to perfom weld inspections fron the
start of work through August 1973. All inspectors were shown to be
qualified to perfom visual weld inspection based on a review of
documentation of previous work experience and education. Ho
reinspection of their work will be perfomed..

Docunentatfon of veld inspector qualification and inspector
assfgnnents vas revfeved for all inspectors hfred during the period
from Septenber 1, 1973, through Decenber 1980. Seventeen inspectors
were found to have performed inspections prior to docunentatfon of
conpletfon of the trafnfng and testfng required by ESD-237. After
October 3, 1975 inspectors were found to have perfomed inspection
prior to documentation of qualification per ESD-237. Four of these
inspectors were hired prior to the requirement to document training
and testing which was established by approval of ESD-237 .on February
26, 1974.

Based on a review of documented previous work experience and
education, all individuals except Hr. Guy and Hr. Cubbage were found
to be qualfffed for veld inspection duties. A listing of the 15
fnspectors considered qualified based on previous experience fs
provided as Attachnent 1. For each inspector the follovfng fs
identified:

1) No. of Inspectfons - The number of fnspections perfomed prior to
docunentatfon of conpletfon of training and testing requfrenents.

2) Mo. to be Refnspected - The nunber of velds to be reinspected to
conply with the 20K, but not less than 10, sanple specfficatfon.

3) Refnspected - The nunber of welds which have been refnspected.

0654d! -2-
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4) Suspect - The number of welds found to require further fnspectfon
to deternfne acceptance or rejection, Meld ftens fn thfs
category fnclude such ftens as nfnor arc strfkes, 1/32"
undersfzed welds on a small portfon of weld circumference, and
condftfons which requfr further surface preparation. Of the 34
suspect welds sho~n fn Attachnents 1 and 2, four welds are fn
Class E (non safety-related) piping systens.

5) Repair - The nunber of welds found to require repair.

6) Cornents - This colunn contains a description of the defect
causing weld repair and a description of the affected line and
service. Also, should reinspection of the full sanple not be
acconplfshed, Sustfffcatfon will be provided.

The scope of inspections perforned by Hr. Guy and Hr. Cubbage prfo,
to documentation of qualification and refnspectfon results are shown
on Attachnent 2. The categories of data are identical to Attachnent
1, except 'No. to be Refnspected" fs onftted since all accessible
welds are to be refnspected.

C. One hundred seven fndfvfduals were hired to perforn weld inspections
during the period from January 1, 1981, to the present. .A sanple of
the records for twenty-one fnspectors fndfcated that all fnspectors
were docunented to be qualified fn accordance with ESD-237 prior to
perfornance of inspections, with two'exceptions. In both of these
cases, docunentation occurred one day following the ffrst
fnspectfon. This fs considered to be an administrative delay and the
results provide confidence that the rqufrenents of ESD-237 have been
fully fnplenented fron October 3, 1975 to date.
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NRC Allegation 81544

Allegation Description:

Stainless pipe fittings, silver braised [sic3, on the
Unit 1 boric acid tanks, leaked and were not repaired.
This was reported to the Hotline.

There are no brazed stainless steel fittings on the Unit 1 boric acid tanks,

and none of the existing boric acid tank fittings has ever leaked or required

repair. The Hotline report referred to in the allegation was made on

August 9, 1984. It alleged that several weld joints on 1/4-inch stainless

steel tubing on the boric acid system were brazed and not welded as is

required by procedure. In April 1984, a NPPP, had been written concerning the

discovery of a level indicator that had failed on the liquid hold up tank.

The fitting, which had been silver brazed after system turnover, was replaced

and welded according to appropriate procedures. (Attachment A). On

August 14, 1984, a NPPR was initiated on a volume control tank level indicator

that had failed. It had a brazed silver fitting which was installed after

system turnover. It, too, was replaced and welded according to appropriate

procedures. (Attachment l3).

An additional NPPR was initiated on October 5, 1984, upon the discovery of

three other capillary fittings that were silver brazed on the gas decay tank

system. (Attachment C). The fittings are being replaced and welded according

to appropriate procedures.

Since that time, all capillary systems within Unit 1 containment and the

auxiliary building have been walked down. No brazed silver fittings were

0356A





found on the capillary systems in containment. Only one additional instance

was found where silver brazing was used on capillary syster s in the auxiliary

building. This fitting is being replaced and welded according to appropriate

procedures. In all cases where silver brazing was used on capillary systems

in Unit 1, the systems are Class 2 systems.
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Attachment C

NUCLEAR PLANT PROBLEM REPORT 1 of 1

SITEiSI YEP:R lr.rT OBPT. NUMBER

QDDclj ~8dr ~(} c P 0 5 9 9
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OR ACTIVITY PCS 84-0061 DUE DATE: PRIORITY:

P
DEscR PTICN/RESDLUT'QN At: 1-Ll-230 1-Ll-231 5 1-Ll-232 Gas Deca Tank Level one fittino

FI
0
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d .d ~ill . l « ll C S

QCSR-0/r4-attached. NOTE: These silver soldered joints were the only ones found to b 6.I
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